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Abstract

In the paper we propose extensions of some picture models, such as colored, drawn and pixel
pictures. Such extensions are conceived by observing that a picture may embed more information than
the shape, such as colors, labels, etc., which can be represented by a symbol from an alphabet and
can be associated to segments, points or pixels. New interesting issues derived from the introduction
of symbols will be investigated together with some complexity and decidability questions for the
proposed extensions.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the literature the termpicture has been used for several different formalisms. One
of the most interesting is the definition of picture as given in[16]. Essentially, a picture,
nameddrawn picture, consists of unit lines drawn on the Cartesian plane considered as a
square grid. For such a model an elegant description of picture languages in terms of string
languages is also provided. Indeed, a drawn picture is described by a string over the alphabet
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� = {u,d, r , l} encoding a walk through the picture. The symbolr (l,u,d, respectively) is
interpreted as ‘draw one unit line in the Cartesian plane by moving the pen right (left, up,
and down, respectively) from the current position’.

In [15] the model ofpixel picturesis introduced as direct extension of drawn pictures by
changing the interpretation of the symbols in�. In particular, a string over� is such that
the letters induce still a unit move but it is not the segment under the move that is plotted
but the pixel (i.e., unit square) in the right of the move.

Hinz and Welzl in [8] introduced another extension of drawn pictures, namedcolored
pictures, obtained by associating colors to segments of a drawn picture, including the “invis-
ible” one (by the “pen up”).A colored picture is described by a word on� and an alphabet of
colors, such that a color letter in the word specifies the color of the segments described by the
subsequent move letters. Although such a model turns out to be very interesting, Hinz and
Welzl have exploited it mainly to study thenon-connected pictureswhich are characterized
by the use of only two colors describing ‘pen up’ and ‘pen down’, respectively.

In this paper, starting from the approach proposed by Hinz and Welzl we will introduce
some extensions of the above picture models, namelyextended colored pictures, drawn
symbolic picturesandsymbolic pixel pictures. Such extensions are conceived to specify
further picture’s information, such as colors, labels, icons, which is represented by symbols
from an alphabet� and is associated to segments, points or pixels, respectively.

Another characteristic of the extensions is concerned with the string representations for
the proposed models, and allows us to address a specific issue deriving from the symbols
introduction. Indeed, it is worth noting that, by following the walk specified by a word, a
segment (point or pixel, resp.) may be traversed more than once and different symbols can
be associated to such a segment (point or pixel, resp.). Obviously, the same problem also
arose in the setting of colored pictures. To solve it Hinz and Welzl proposed to adopt the
“set union” approach of coloring, so that if a line is drawn once or more with color red and
once or more with color blue, this results in a line with colors red and blue [8]. Moreover,
whenever a word contains a subsequence of two or more consecutive colors then always
the last color of the subsequence is selected and associated to next moves.

We will generalize the approach proposed by Hinz andWelz by defining suitable mappings
for each picture model. This mapping will be parametric with respect to two functions,
namedmerging functions, that will be used to establish symbols to be associated to segments,
points or pixels, respectively. Many different merging functions can be considered, making
the mechanism for symbolic picture description and construction to be very general.

In the paper a deep analysis of the proposed models will be carried out by determining
how the choice ofmerging functionsmay affect some properties of the models. In particular,
we will analyze the conditions ensuring that the set ofextended colored pictures, the set
of drawn symbolic pictures, and the set ofsymbolic pixel picturesare monoids, finitely
generated monoids, and finitely generated inverse monoids.

Moreover, several decidability and complexity properties will be established. As a matter
of fact, the analysis of the proposed string representation will allow us to formalize the
property ofmerging-independencyand we will prove that it is always possible to decide
whether or not a context-free grammar generates onlymerging-independentdescriptions
for pictures. Then, the theoretical analysis of the proposed picture languages will proceed
by determining the conditions which ensure the preservation of decidability and complexity
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properties of the original models in the setting of the introduced extensions. We will provide
two characterizations, one involves merging functions and the other is concerned with the
merging-independencyof string descriptions.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section2 we settle some preliminary notations from
Formal Language Theory and give the basic notions concerning with picture languages and
their string descriptions. Sections 3 and 4 formally defineextended colored pictures, drawn
symbolic picturesandsymbolic pixel pictures, their string representations and the grammar
model which generates such descriptions. Moreover, a characterization of such pictures
according to the finitely generated monoid theory is provided. In Section 5 the notion
of merging-independencyis introduced and the decidability of themerging-independency
problem for context-free picture grammars is proved. Section 6 focuses on decidability
and complexity problems forextended colored picture languages, drawn symbolic picture
languages, andsymbolic pixel picture languages. Final remarks conclude the paper.

2. Preliminaries

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions of the Formal Language
Theory [6,9,21]. We just recall several standard notations.

Let A be a finite set of symbols called an alphabet. For a stringw over A, |w| denotes
its length and ifb is a letter then #b(w) denotes the number of occurrences ofb in w. The
set of prefixes ofw is denoted bypref(w) andsuff(w) denotes the set of suffixes ofw.
Analogously for a languageL, pref (L) = ⋃

w∈Lpref(L) andsuff(L) = ⋃
w∈L suff(L).

Given a finite set P, 2P denotes the set of its subsets.As usual,Z denotes the set of integers.
Given a set S and a binary operation∗, M = (S, ∗) is a monoid if (1)∗ is associative and
(2) has a neutral elementu (i.e. u ∗ a = a ∗ u = a for all a ∈ S). Let M be a monoid, a
generating system of M is a pair (�, h) where� is an alphabet e,h is a homomorphism on
M such thath(�∗) = M [20].

In the next subsections, we provide some basic notions on drawn pictures [16], colored
pictures [8] and pixel pictures [15]. Now, we recall several basic concepts and notations.

Theuniversal point set, denoted byM0, is the Cartesian product ofZ with itself. For each
point v = (m, n) ∈ M0, theup-neighborof v, denoted byu(v), is the point(m, n + 1),
thedown-neighborof v, denoted byd(v), is the point(m, n − 1), the left-neighborof v,
denoted byl(v), is the point(m − 1, n), the right-neighborof v, denoted byr(v), is the
point(m+1, n). Theneighborhoodof v is defined asN(v) = {u(v), d(v), l(v), r(v)}. The
universal line setM1 is defined as the set of lines of length 1 and ends inM0. Formally,
M1 = {{v, v′}|v, v′ ∈ M0 andv′ ∈ N(v)}.

2.1. Drawn pictures

A drawn picture qis a tripleq = 〈p, s, e〉, wherep is a connected finite subset ofM1, and
the pointss = (0,0) andeare calledstart andend pointof q, respectively. Ifp is nonempty
thensandeare points inW(q) = {v ∈ M0|{v, v′} is in q, for somev′ ∈ M0}. If p is empty
thens = e = (0,0), andW(q) = {(0,0)}. Thus, the empty drawn picture is denoted by〈∅,
(0,0), (0,0)〉.
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Fig. 1. A drawn picture.

c1 c3

c2

c1
c2

Fig. 2. A colored picture.

As an example, let us consider the drawn pictureq = 〈{{(0,0), (1,0)}, {(1,0), (1,1)},
{(1,1), (2,1)}, {(2,1), (2,0)}, {(2,0), (3,0)}}, (0,0), (1,1)〉 which is depicted in Fig.1.
A circle is used to denote thestart pointand a square is used to denote theend point.

A drawn picture languageis a set of drawn pictures.
The translational mapping is used to move pictures in the plane preserving their shape,

size and relative symbols. For integersmandn, the translational mappingtm,n is a function
from M0 to M0, which is defined astm,n(i, j) = (i + m, j + n). Several mappings are
induced bytm,n. In particular, if P is a subset ofM0, tm,n(P) = {tm,n(v) | v ∈ P }. Similarly,
if A is a subset ofM1, tm,n(A) = {{tm,n(v), tm,n(v

′)} | {v, v′} ∈ A}. Let q1 = 〈p1, s1,
e1〉 andq2 = 〈p2, s2, e2〉 be two drawn pictures.q1 is translational equivalentto q2 if
there exist integersm andn such thatq1 = 〈tm,n(p2), tm,n(s2), tm,n(e2)〉. Moreover, let
tm,n(s2) = e1 for somem, n ∈ Z, theconcatenationof q1 andq2, denoted byq1 • q2, is
defined asq1 • q2 = 〈p1 ∪ tm,n(p2), s1, tm,n(e2)〉.

Since any pointv in the plane has four neighbors (namely,u(v), d(v), l(v), andr(v)),
a natural way to describe a drawn pictureq = 〈p, s, e〉 is to describe a walk through the
picture. Such a walk starts from the start points, touches at least once each line inp, and
ends at the end pointe. Each move in the walk from a pointv to its neighborv′ is represented
in a string by a single symbol: “u” if v′ = u(v), “d” if v′ = d(v), “ l” if v′ = l(v), “r” if
v′ = r(v). Thus, a walk is described by a string on the alphabet� = {u, d, l, r}. The
symbolu (d, r, and l, respectively) is interpreted as “draw one unit line in the Cartesian
plane by moving the pen up (down, right, and left, respectively) from the current position”.
For example, the stringw = rurdrlul describes the drawn picture of Fig. 1. The empty
drawn picture〈∅, (0,0), (0,0)〉 is described by the empty string�.

2.2. Colored pictures

A colored pictureis a tripleq = 〈p, s, e〉 wherep is a set ofunit linesin M1 that have
associated colors from a setC = (c1, c2, . . . , cn), and it is denoted asbase(q), s = (0,0)
andeare thestart and theendpoints [8]. An example of colored picture is depicted in Fig.
2, where segments{(0,0), (1,0)} and{(1,0), (1,1)} have associated colorc1, segments
{(1,1), (2,1)} and{(2,1), (2,0)} have associated colorc2, and segment{(2,0), (3,0)} has
associated colorc3.
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Fig. 3. A colored picture where a segment is drawn twice.

Let us observe that if the set of colors contains only one symbol then we can consider
colored pictures as uncolored pictures, i.e. the drawn pictures.

As usual, acolored picture languageis a set of colored pictures.
The translational mappingtm,n defined in[16] can be used to move colored pictures in

the plane preserving their shape, size and colors. Letq1 = 〈p1, s1, e1〉 andq2 = 〈p2, s2, e2〉
be two colored pictures.q1 is translational equivalentto q2 if there exist integersm and
n such thatq1 = 〈tm,n(p2), tm,n(s2), tm,n(e2)〉 and {tm,n(v), tm,n(v

′)} in q2 has associated
the same color as {v, v′} for each{v, v′} in q1 [8].

A natural way to describe a colored pictureq = 〈p, s, e〉 is to describe a walk through
the picture as in the case of drawn pictures. In particular, a walk is described by a string
in the set(C ∪ �)∗, denoted asC ∪ �-word, where a color letter occurring in the string
specifies the color of the subsequent move letters. Symbols from the two sets are shown
using different styles for sake of clarity.

Let us consider the following example.

Example 1. Letw = c1uuc2rr c3c1ld be aC ∪�-word. The colored picture described by
w is depicted in Fig.3. In particular,c1 indicates the color of the moves “uu” and “ld”, and
c2 of the moves “rr ”. Let us observe that there is a segment that is drawn more than once.
The string description specifies for such segment first colorc2 and then colorc1. According
to the approach proposed in [8] which refers to the “set union concept” of coloring, in the
resulting picture both colorc1 andc2 are associated to this segment. Moreover,c3 does not
specify a color of a move since it is followed by colorc1.

2.3. Pixel pictures

A pixel pictureis considered as a finite set of pixels [15], where a pixel can be seen as a
unit squaredescribed by[i, i + 1] × [j, j + 1] with (i, j) ∈ Z2 and denoted aspix(i, j).

More formally, a “pixel picture” is a triple q = 〈p, d, a〉 wherep is a set of pixels
and is denoted asbase(q), d ∈ Z2 is the start pointof q and it is denoted asstart(q),
anda ∈ Z2 is theend pointof q and it is denoted asend(q). The start and the end point
allow to concatenate two pixel pictures. In particular, given two pixel picturesq1 andq2,
the concatenation ofq1 andq2, denoted asq1 • q2 is defined ifstart(q2) = end(q1), and
q1 • q2 = (base(q1) ∪ base(q2), start(q1),end(q2)).

In order to formally define the notion ofconnected pixel pictures, two concepts have been
defined [15]: thearmor of a pixel picture, and theneighborsof a pixel in analogy with the
concepts of neighbors of a point for the drawn pictures.
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Fig. 4. A pixel picture.

Given a pixel pictureq = 〈p, d, a〉 the armor ofp is defined as:

arm(q) = ⋃
pix(i,j)∈p

{(i, j), (i + 1, j), (i, j + 1), (i + 1, j + 1)}.

Given a pixelpix(i, j), its neighbors are defined as:

neigh(pix(i, j))= {pix(k, l) | i − 1�k� i + 1 andj − 1� l�j + 1,

with (k, l) �= (i, j)}.
Given a pixel pictureq = (p, d, a),
• p is connected if∀a, b ∈ p ∃c1, c2, . . . , cn ∈ p such thatc1 = a, cn = b and∀1� i <

n ci+1 ∈ neigh(ci);
• q is connected if (a)p is connected; (b)start(q) ∈ arm(q); (c) end(q) ∈ arm(q).
In other words a pixel picture is connected if for each pixelpix(i, j) it is possible to go from
pix(i, j) to any other pixel by following the neighbors ofpix(i, j).

Observe that the empty pixel〈∅, (0,0), (0,0)〉 is considered connected.
A connected pixel picture is shown in Fig.4, where the pixels of the picture are in gray,

and the circle represents thestart pointand the square represents theend point.
A pixel picture languageis a set of pixel pictures.
Two pictures are equivalent if one can be translated into the other by applyingtranslational

mappingtm,n on pixels which is defined as follows. Given a pixelpix(x, y) and(m, n) ∈
Z2, tm,n(pix(x, y)) = (pix(x +m, y + n)). Moreover, given a set of pixelsP, tm,n(P ) =
{tm,n(px) |px ∈ P }.As a consequence, given two pixel picturesq1 andq2,q1 is translational
equivalentto q2, if there exist two integersi and j such that:ti,j (base(q1)) = base(q2),
ti,j (start(q1)) = start(q2), ti,j (end(q1)) = end(q2).

A string on alphabet� can be used to describe a pixel picture. Indeed, in this setting a
letter of� induces a unit move and the plot of the pixel in the right of the move [15]. Thus,
the pixel picture of Fig. 4 can be described by the�-word “uulldull ”, as shown in Fig. 5.

3. Extended colored picture languages

In this section we introduce an extension of colored pictures, namedextended colored
pictures, and theoretically analyze such picture model. According to the extension not only
colors can be associated to segments but any kind of information denoted by symbols.
However, the more distinguishing characteristic of the extension is concerned with the
string representation proposed forextended colored pictures. Indeed, we will use a more
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u uu uul

uull uulld uulldu

uulldul uulldull

Fig. 5. A pixel picture.

general interpretation to associate symbols to segments w.r.t. the approach based on the set
union concept which is exploited by Hinz and Welzl in[8].

We start by introducing a formal definition ofextended colored picturewhich makes use
of a function� to explicitly associate symbols to segments. We use� to denote the invisible
symbol, i.e. a special symbol that has no visual representation when it is associated to a
segment in a picture. In the sequel, we will indicate with� an arbitrary alphabet of symbols
which does not contain� and with�� = � ∪ {�} the set which contains�.

Definition 1. An extended colored pictureis a tripleq = 〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �〉, where〈p, s, e〉
is a drawn picture,� = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} is an alphabet of colors,� : p → �� is the
function that specifies the symbols associated to the segments inp. The start and end
points ofq ares ande, respectively. Theempty extended colored pictureis denoted by
� = 〈〈∅, (0,0), (0,0)〉,�, �〉 where� is not defined.

Let us consider the following examples.

Example 2. Let � = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6} be a set where symbols1 denotes a thin line,
s2 denotes a thick line,s3 denotes a thin dashed line,s4 denotes a thin dotted line,s5
denotes a thick dashed line, ands6 denotes a thick dotted line. These symbols can be
associated to the segments ofextended colored pictureto indicate the type of drawing
as shown in Fig.6(i). Thus, letq = 〈sc,�, �〉 be anextended colored picture, where
sc = 〈{{(0,0), (0,1)}, {(0,1), (0,2)}, {(0,2), (1,2)}, {(1,2), (2,2)}, {(1,2), (1,1)},
{(1,1), (2,1)}}, (0,0), (2,1)〉, and � is the function such that �({(0,0),
(0,1)}) = s1, �({(0,1), (0,2)}) = s4, �({(0,2), (1,2)}) = s2, �({(1,2), (2,2)}) = s5,
�({(1,2), (1,1)}) = s3, �({(1,1), (2,1)}) = s6. The visual representation of this picture is
depicted in Fig. 6(ii).
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(ii)(i)
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s5
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Fig. 6. The set of symbols� (i) and theextended colored picture(ii) of Example2.

Fig. 7. Theextended colored pictureof Example3.

Example 3. Let q = 〈sc,�, �〉 be anextended colored picture, wheresc = 〈{{(0,0),
(1,0)}, {(1,0), (1,1)}, {(1,0), (1,−1)}, {(1,1), (0,1)}, {(0,1), (0,0)}}, (0,0), (1,−1)〉,
� = {(r, b, g) | 0�r, b, g < 255}, and� is the function such that�({(0,0), (1,0)}) =
(60,60,60), �({(1,0), (1,1)}) = (150,150,150), �({(1,0), (1,−1)}) = (87,87,87),
�({(1,1), (0,1)}) = (128,128,128), �({(0,1), (0,0)}) = (128,128,128). In other words,
the symbols associated to the segments represent colors in theRGBrepresentation. Let us
observe that symbol� can correspond to (255, 255, 255), i.e. the white color. The visual
representation of this picture is depicted in Fig.7.

An extended colored picture languageis a set ofextended colored pictures.
Let us observe that if� is a set of colors then� can represent the empty color denoted

by ↑ in [8], and non-connected colored pictures can be described.
In Section 3.1 we will present a string-based representation ofextended colored pictures,

and in Section 3.2 a characterization ofextended colored picturesaccording to the finitely
generated monoid theory will be provided.

3.1. A string based representation of extended colored pictures

In order to introduce a string representation ofextended colored pictures, let us consider
Example 1. It shows that the approach proposed by Hinz and Welzl is characterized by the
following behavior in the interpretation of a string descriptionw. First, observe thatc3 has
been ignored since it is followed by another color in the string. Thus, wheneverw contains a
subsequence of two or more consecutive colors then always the last color of the subsequence
is selected and associated to next moves. Moreover, the string interpretation exhibits a
different behavior whenever the string describes a segment more than once possibly with
different colors. Indeed, in this case the set union approach is applied. As a matter of fact,
in Example 1 bothc2 andc1 are associated to the same segment since such a segment has
been traversed twice, first with colorc2 and then withc1.
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The approach proposed by Hinz and Welz can be generalized by introducing two func-
tions, namedmerging functions, which can be used to establish the actual symbols to be
associated to segments whenever the above situations hold. As an example, let us consider
the set of symbols� = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6} given in Example2 and two functionsf and
g such thatf (s2, s3) = s5 andg(s4, s3) = s3. If f is used whenever a segment is traversed
two times andg whenever the string description contains a subsequence of two or more
consecutive symbols in�, then� ∪ �-word “s1us4us2rr s4s3lds6r ” describes the picture
depicted in Fig. 6(ii).

The notion of merging function is formally defined as follows.

Definition 2. Let �� be an alphabet of the symbols. Amerging function fon �� is a
mapping�� × �� → �� such that:
• f is a total function, and
• f (�, a) = f (a,�) = a for eacha ∈ ��.

In the sequel,��� will denote the family of merging functions on��.
Now, we provide the definition ofextended colored picturedescribed by a�∪�-wordw

with respect to merging functionsf andg, denoted byecp = ecpic
g
f (w). Let us observe that

f (i.e., the function at the pedex) will be used whenever segments are traversed more than
once andg (i.e., the function at the apex) will be used whenever a word contains consecutive
symbols in�. So, we will refer tof as amerging function for overlappingand tog as a
merging function for consecutive symbols.

Informally, the pictureecpis obtained by scanning the stringw from left to right and by
associating tow a triple (ecp,�,�) where�,� ∈ ��, in the following inductive way. At
the beginning when the initial position in the plane is set to (0,0), and a pointerpt points to
the first symbol inw, the triple is set to (�, �, �). Now, let us suppose that (q, l�, l	) is the
triple associated to the just scanned subsentencew′ of w, whereq is the picture described
byw′, l� is the merging of the last scanned consecutive symbols in�, andl	 is the symbol
associated to the last move, and thatpt points to the next symbol
 (see Fig.8 for example).
If 
 ∈ � then triple (q, g(l�, 
), l	) is associated to the stringw′
 (see Fig. 8(i)). If
 ∈ �
then the current position on the plane is updated in agreement with
 and (q ′, �, l�) ( (q ′,
l�, l	), resp.) is the triple associated tow′
 where pictureq ′ is obtained as described in
the sequel. Ifl� �= � (l� = �, resp.), i.e. the previous scanned symbol was a symbol in�
(a move in�, resp.), and the current segment is new thenl� (l	, resp.) is associated to it
(see Fig. 8(ii) (see Fig. 8(iii), resp.)). Otherwise, if the current segment is not new then the
symbol associated to such a segment is updated withf (�, l�) (see Fig. 8(iv)) (f (�, l	), resp.
(see Fig. 8(v))) where� is the previously associated symbol.

Formally, we have the following definition wherecgf denotes the function used to construct
the triple.

Definition 3. Letw be a�∪�-word andf andg be two merging functions on��. A triple
is associated withw in the following inductive way:
• if w = �, thencgf (w) = (�,�,�);
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Fig. 8. Some of the triples to obtain from� ∪ �-word “aubcruedl” the corresponding extended colored picture.

• if w = w′
 for somew′ ∈ (� ∪ �)∗, with c
g
f (w

′) = (〈sc,�, �〉, l�, l	), sc = 〈p, s, e〉,
l�, l	 ∈ ��, then

c
g
f (w) =



(〈sc,�, �〉, g(l�, 
), l	) if 
 ∈ �,
(〈〈p ∪ {e, 
(e)}, s, 
(e)〉,�, �1〉,�, l�) if 
 ∈ � andl� �= �,
(〈〈p ∪ {e, 
(e)}, s, 
(e)〉,�, �2〉, l�, l	) if 
 ∈ � andl� = �,

where�1 : (p ∪ {e, 
(e)}) → �� is the function such that

�1({v, v′}) =
{
l� if {v, v′} /∈ p,

f (�({v, v′}), l�) otherwise,

where�2 : (p ∪ {e, 
(e)}) → �� is the function such that:

�2({v, v′}) =
{
l	 if {v, v′} /∈ p,

f (�({v, v′}), l	) otherwise.

Theextended colored picturedescribed byw w.r.t. merging functionsf andg, denoted by
ecpicgf (w), is ecpif cgf (w) = (ecp,�,�).
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(iii)

c1

c4 c4

(i)

c1

g(c2,c3)

(ii)

c1

g(c2,c3)

(iv)

c1

g(c2,c3)

(v)

f (c1,c4)

g(c2,c3)

(vi)

g(c2,c3) g(c2,c3) g(c2,c3)

Fig. 9. The application ofcg
f

on the prefixes of “c1rc2c3ulc4dr ”.

In order to illustrate the use of the functionecpicgf let us consider the following example.

Example 4. Let� = {c1, c2, c3, c4}, f andgbe two merging functions, andw = c1rc2c3ul
c4dr be a � ∪ �-word. The extended colored picturedescribed byw w.r.t. f and
g is ecpicgf (w)=〈〈{{(0,0), (1,0)}, {(1,0), (1,1)}, {(1,1), (0,1)}, {(0,1), (0,0)}}, (0,0),

(1,0)〉, �, �〉 which is constructed by applyingcgf on the prefixes ofw as illustrated in
Fig. 9 where each row in the table describes the obtained triple and the corresponding�
function.

As usual, the definition ofecpicgf can be easily extended to the languages of�∪�-words

in a natural manner, i.e., given a� ∪ �-languageS, ecpicgf (S) = {ecpicgf (w) | w ∈ S}.
Now, let us observe that many differentmerging functionscan be considered (indepen-

dently of the question whether they are for overlapping or for consecutive symbols), making
the mechanism for picture description and construction very general. To illustrate such an
aspect, let us consider Example 2 where symbols associated to segments represent informa-
tion on their drawing.Whenever two or more conflicting symbols (i.e., symbols representing
conflicting drawing) are associated to segments, only one of them should be considered.
Let us consider the� ∪ �-word “s4uus2rr s4s3ld” which describes symbolss4 ands3 for
segment {(1,2),(1,1)}, and symbolss4, s3 ands2 for segment {(1,2),(2,2)}. In this case,
a merging function which selects one of the input symbols should be suitable. To this aim,
we might use a merging function, namedsfirst in the following, which always selects the
first symbol associated to a segment during scanning and ignores other subsequent symbols
(see Fig. 10(i)).

Analogously, we might use a merging function, namedgHW in the sequel, that always
selects the second input, thus producing an overwriting effect (see Fig. 10(ii)). This function
is denoted bygHW since it corresponds to the approach for consecutive colors described by
Hinz and Welzl. As another example we might consider a merging functionord that uses a
order relation on��, such thatord(a, b) = max(a, b). Thus, given the set of symbols of
Example 2, ifs1 < s2 < s3 < s4 < s5 < s6 thenecpicordord(s4uus2rr s4s3ld) denotes the
picture in Fig. 10(iii).

In some cases a selection function could not be the most suitable choice. As an ex-
ample, if symbols in� represent colors, we could associate to each segment the com-
bination of the colors specified for it. Thus, suppose that colors are represented by the
RGB representation, i.e.� = {(r, b, g) | 0�r, b, g < 255}, and consider the additive
function addRGBdefined as follows: given two colors c1 = (r1, g1, b1) and c2 = (r2,
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(i) (ii) (iii)

Fig. 10. Theextended colored picturesdenoted by (i)ecpicsfirst
sfirst (s4uus2rr s4s3ld), (ii) ecpic

gHW
gHW

(s4uus2rr s4s3ld),

and (iii) ecpicord
ord

(s4uus2rr s4s3ld).

Fig. 11. Theextended colored picture ecpicunion
union

(→ s1us2rr s4ls2l → rd ).

(i) (ii) (iii)

Fig. 12. Theextended colored picturesdenoted by (i)ecpic
gHW
union

(→ s1us2rr s4 ← ls2l → r → s1d), (ii)

ecpicunion
sf irst

(→ s1us2rr s4 ← ls2l → r → s1d), and (iii) ecpicsf irstgHW
(→ s1us2rr s4 ← ls2l → r → s1d).

g2, b2) addRGB(c1, c2) = ((r1∗r2)/255, (g1∗g2)/255, (b1∗b2)/255). Then, given wordw =
(100,100,100)r (150,150,150)u(128,128,128)ld(153,153,153)r (87,87,87)d, which
specifies the two colors(100,100,100) and(153,153,153) for the segment{(0,0), (1,0)},
ecpicaddRGB

addRGB(w) denotes the picture of Fig.7.
According to our definition ofecpicgf , the merging functions make a binary choice at each

occurring overlap or subsequent colors, and associate a unique symbol to each segment. It
is obvious that this is not the only possible solution. For instance, a merging function which
allows us to collect for each segment all the symbols associated to it could be considered.
This is the approach proposed by Hinz and Welzl for overlapping segments. Such a merging
function can be formalized as follows. Let� = 2� \ ∅ with � a finite set of symbols.
Merging functionunion : �� × �� → �� is such thatunion(A,B) = A ∪ B. Thus,
let � = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6,→,←}, where symbolss1, s2, s3, s4, s5 ands6 are those of
Example 2, and←and→are symbols that indicate lines with direction.Then,ecpicunionunion(→
s1us2rr s4ls2l → rd ) denotes the picture of Fig. 11.

It is worth noting thatf andg could be merging functions which exibit a different be-
havior. So, let us consider again set� = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6,→,←}, and letw =→
s1us2rr s4 ← ls2l → r → s1d. Then,ecpicgHW

union(w), ecpicunionsf irst (w) andecpicsf irstgHW
(w)

denote the pictures of Figs. 12(i), (ii) and (iii), respectively. Please note that for the picture
of Fig. 12(ii) the substringss4 ← l and→ r have no effects on the whole picture since the
merging functionsfirstassociates the first symbol and ignores other subsequent symbols.
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In agreement with the definition of merging function, a grammar generatingextended
colored picture descriptionsmust be able to generate strings of symbols and moves. Given
two alphabets and�, a  ∪ �-grammar is a string grammar that generates a ∪ �-
language. More formally, we have the following definitions:

Definition 4. Let  and� be two disjoint finite sets of symbols, a ∪ �-grammar is
specified by a 5-tuple〈, �, N, P, S〉, and is defined as a grammar G= 〈 ∪ �, N, P, S〉
for which L(G) ⊆ ( ∪ �)∗.

In the sequel, anextended colored picture description grammarswill be a�∪�-grammar
that will be used to generateextended colored picturedescriptions and will be denoted by
G�∪�. Thus, theextended colored picture grammarsandlanguagesare defined as follows.

Definition 5. An extended colored picture grammarG is a pair〈G�∪�, ecpicgf 〉 where

G�∪� is a�∪�-grammar andecpicgf is the mapping that translates a�∪�-word into an
extended colored picturein agreement with merging functionsf andg.

Given anextended colored picture grammarG = 〈G�∪�,ecpicgf 〉, theextended colored
picture languageL generated byG, denoted byL(G), is

L(G) = ecpicgf (L(G�∪�)) = {ecpicgf (x) | x ∈ L(G�∪�)}.

Example 5. Let G = 〈G�∪�, ecpicgf 〉 be anextended colored picture grammar, where
G�∪� is the�∪�-grammar specified as follows:G�∪� = 〈{c1, c2, c3, c4}, �, {S,B,C},
P , S〉 whereS is the start symbol andP contains the productions:S → c1rc2B, B →
c3uCdr ,C → lc4,C → dC. L(G) contains theextended colored picturedenoted with (vi)
in Fig. 9, indeedG�∪� generates� ∪ �-word “c1rc2c3ulc4dr ”.

An extended colored picture languageL is context-freeif there exists acontext-free
extended colored picture grammarG that generatesL .

An extended colored picture grammarG = 〈G�∪�,ecpicgf 〉 is context-freeif G�∪� is
acontext-free extended colored picture description grammar.

3.2. The set of extended colored pictures as a finitely generated monoid

It is worth noting that all picture semigroups used in “picture language theory”, such
as drawn pictures [16], non-connected pictures [8] and connected pixel pictures [15] have
been characterized as finitely generated monoids. In this subsection we provide an analogous
characterization for the set ofextended colored picturespresented in this paper. In particular,
we will identify the properties of merging functions ensuring that the set ofextended colored
pictures together with the concatenation operator is a monoid and a finitely generated
monoid.

Theconcatenationof two extended colored picturescan be obtained by overlapping the
end point of the first picture with the start point of the second picture. However, the presence
of symbols requires a suitable extension of such a procedure to determine the symbol to
be associated to each overlapping segment. In order to clarify such need, let us consider
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(ii)(i) (iii)

f (       ,        )=

Fig. 13. Twoextended colored pictures(i) and (ii), and their concatenation (iii).

the twoextended colored picturesq1 = 〈〈p1, s1, e1〉, �, �1〉 andq2 = 〈〈p2, s2, e2〉, �,
�2〉 depicted in Figs.13(i) and (ii), respectively. Note that the symbols associated to the
segments represent the directions. Theextended colored pictureobtained by concatenating
q1 andq2 presents an overlapping segment.As a matter of fact,{(0,0), (1,0)} does not only
belong top1 but also tot0,−1(p2) because there exists segment{(0,1), (1,1)} in p2. Since
both�1 and�2 provide a symbol for this segment we can exploit a merging function for
overlapping to determine the symbol to be associated to this segment. As an example, if we
use the merging functionf such thatf (→,←) =← then we obtain theextended colored
picturedepicted in Fig. 13(iii).

Thus, the concatenation operator is defined below w.r.t. a merging function.

Definition 6. Let q1 = 〈〈p1, s1, e1〉,�, �1〉 andq2 = 〈〈p2, s2, e2〉,�, �2〉 be twoextended
colored pictures. Letm, n ∈ Z be such thattm,n(s2) = e1, and letf be a merging function
on��. Theconcatenationof q1 andq2 w.r.t. f, denoted byq1 •f q2, is defined as

q1 •f q2 = 〈〈p1 ∪ tm,n(p2), s1, tm,n(e2)〉,�, �〉

where� : (p1 ∪ tm,n(p2)) → �� is such that

�({v, v′}) =




�1({v, v′})
if ({v, v′} ∈ p1) and({v, v′} /∈ tm,n(p2)),

�2(t−m,−n({v, v′}))
if ({v, v′} /∈ p1) and({v, v′} ∈ tm,n(p2)),

f (�1({v, v′}), �2(t−m,−n({v, v′})))
({v, v′} ∈ p1) and({v, v′} ∈ tm,n(p2)).

It is easy to verify that the concatenation of twoextended colored picturesis always defined
and it is unique with respect to a given merging functionf.

In the sequel we provide the properties of merging functions ensuring that the set of
extended colored picturesequipped with the concatenation operator•f is a monoid and a
finitely generated monoid. To this aim,ECPwill denote the set ofextended colored pictures
on a set�� and (ECP, •f ) the monoid of pictures.

Proposition 1. (ECP, •f ) and(��, f) are monoids iff f is associative.
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c

  a 

b

q
2

q q
1 3

  a 

Fig. 14. Threeextended colored picturesq1, q2, andq3.

Proof. Let us observe that by definition of merging function it can be easily verified that if
f is associative then (��, f ) is a monoid. Moreover, the associative property of•f directly
follows from the associative property off, and� = 〈〈∅, (0,0), (0,0)〉, �, �〉 is the neutral
element of•f .

In contrast, iff is not associative then (��, f) is not a monoid and•f is not associative.
Indeed, let us consider a merging functionf such thatf (a, f (b, c)) �= f (f (a, b), c) and
picturesq1, q2, q3 depicted in Fig.14. It is easy to verify that(q1 •f q2) •f q3 is not equal
to q1 •f (q2 •f q3). �

Proposition 2 states that (ECP, •f ) is a finitely generated monoid.

Proposition 2. Let •f be the concatenation operator w.r.t. associative f. (ECP, •f ) is a
finitely generated monoid.

Proof. Since (��, f ) is a monoid, from Proposition1 it follows that (ECP, •f ) is a monoid.
We prove that it is finitely generated by induction on the length of pictures. The basis of
induction is given by theextended colored picturesof length 1. In this case the thesis can
be easily proved. Indeed, theextended colored pictures〈〈{(0,0),	(0,0)}, (0,0),	(0,0)〉,
�, �〉 with 	 ∈ � are finitely generated since� and� are finite sets. Let us suppose that
the thesis holds forextended colored picturesof lengthn and prove that it also holds for
extended colored picturesof lengthn + 1. It can be easily verified from the definition of
concatenation, that anextended colored picture q, with |q| = n + 1, can be obtained as
the concatenation of twoextended colored picturesq1 andq2 such thatq = q1 •f q2 with
|q1|�n and|q2|�n. By inductive hypothesisq1 andq2 are finitely generated soq is finitely
generated. �

Let us observe that all picture semigroups used in picture language theory are inverse
monoids. In the following we characterize merging functions for which the set ofextended
colored picturesis an inverse monoid.

Let us recall that a monoid M=(S,∗) is inverse if for eachx ∈ S, there exists a unique
element, denotedx−1, such thatx∗x−1∗ x = x andx−1∗x∗x−1 = x−1. The elementx−1

is namedinverseof x [18].
Proposition 3 provides the conditions ensuring that monoid (ECP, •f ) is inverse.

Proposition 3. (ECP, •f ) is an inverse monoid iff(��, f) is an inverse monoid.

Proof. Let us suppose that (��, f ) is an inverse monoid. By definition of inverse monoid we
have that for eachx ∈ �� there exists a unique symbolx−1 such thatf (f (x, x−1), x) = x
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(i) (ii)

g(c2, c3)c1 c1 c1 c1

Fig. 15.ecpicg
f
(c1rr c2c3) •f ecpic

g
f
(uc4) (i), andecpicg

f
(c1rr c2c3uc4) (ii).

andf (f (x−1, x), x−1) = x−1. From Proposition1 (ECP,•f ) is a monoid. In order to prove
that (ECP,•f ) is inverse, let us consider anextended colored pictureq = 〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �1〉 in
ECPand show that there exists a unique inverseq−1. Letq−1 = 〈〈p, e, s〉,�, �2〉 where�2
is such thatf (f (�1({v, v′}), �2({v, v′})), �1({v, v′})) = �1({v, v′}) andf (f (�2({v, v′}),
�1({v, v′})), �2({v, v′})) = �2({v, v′}) for each{v, v′} ∈ p. Since (��, f) is an inverse
monoid�2({v, v′}) exists and is unique for each�1({v, v′}). This ensures that�2({v, v′}) is
well-defined andq−1 exists and is unique for eachq ∈ ECP .

Let (ECP, •f ) be an inverse monoid. By definition of inverse monoid we have that
for eachq ∈ ECP there exists a unique pictureq−1 such thatq •f q−1 •f q = q and
q−1 •f q •f q−1 = q−1. By definition of•f , the inverse extended colored pictureq−1 =
〈〈p, e, s〉,�, �2〉 is such that for each{v, v′} ∈ p if �1({v, v′}) = x then�2({v, v′}) = y,
wherey is such thatf (f (x, y), x) = x andf (f (y, x), y) = y. Since (ECP, •f ) is an
inverse monoid then the abovey exists and is unique for eachx ∈ ��. This ensures that
(��, f) is an inverse monoid. �

From Propositions 2 and 3, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. (ECP, •f ) is a finitely generated inverse monoid iff(��, f) is an inverse
monoid.

Another interesting characteristic of picture models is that the mapping function which
allows us to translate a string description into a picture is a morphism from the monoid of
the string descriptions into the monoid of pictures. In the following we analyze the problem
in the context of the monoid ofextended colored pictures(ECP, •f ) and provide some
conditions ensuring the above property forecpicgf in our context.

We start by observing that in general functionecpicgf is not a morphism from the
free monoid(� ∪ �)∗ into the monoid (ECP, •f ). As a matter of fact, let us consider
the � ∪ �-word “c1rr c2c3uc4” and the subwords “c1rr c2c3” and “uc4”. The picture
obtained ecpicgf (c1rr c2c3) •f ecpic

g
f (uc4) depicted in Fig. 15(i) is not equal to

ecpicgf (c1rr c2c3uc4) depicted in Fig. 15(ii). Informally,g(c2, c3) cannot be associated

to moveu in the concatenationecpicgf (c1rr c2 c3)•f ecpicgf (uc4).
Now, let S = (�(� ∪ �)∗� ∪ {�}), it is easy to verify thatSequipped with the string

concatenation is a monoid. As a matter of fact, fora, b, c ∈ S, (a · b) · c = a · (b · c) and�
is the neutral element of concatenation operator.

In the following we will show that functionecpicgf is a morphism from the monoid(S, ·)
into the monoid (ECP, •f ).
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Proposition 4. Let ECP be the set ofextended colored pictureson a set�� and•f be the
concatenation operator w.r.t. f. If(��, f) is a monoid then function ecpicg

f is a morphism
from the monoid(S, ·) into the monoid(ECP, •f ).

Proof. By the definition ofecpicgf it turns out that:ecpicgf (�) = �. Moreover, it is easy to

verify that the associativity off ensures thatecpicgf (w1w2) = ecpicgf (w1) •f ecpicgf (w2)

for all w1, w2 ∈ S andg ∈ ��� . �

As a consequence of the above theorem, according to finitely generated monoid repre-
sentation theory[17], each word inSrepresents anextended colored pictureand (S, ecpicgf )
is the generating system of (ECP, •f ).

It is worth noting that given anextended colored picture qand two merging functionsf and
g, there may exist many different wordsw in Sdescribingq (i.e., such thatecpicgf (w) = q).
As described in [15] we can define the congruence associated to the generating system (S,
ecpicgf ), denoted by≡f,g, such that:

w ≡f,g w′ if and only if ecpicgf (w) = ecpicgf (w
′) for w,w′ ∈ S.

Thus, letq be anextended colored pictureandw ∈ S such thatecpicgf (w) = q. The
description languageof q w.r.t. f andg is the set

[w]≡f,g
= {w′ ∈ S | w ≡f,g w′}

It can be easily proved that each equivalence class of≡f,g is a rational language ofS[1].
It is worth noting that this result does not hold for extended colored non-connected

pictures. Informally, extended colored non-connected pictures can be considered as drawn
pictures where some spatial relations (i.e., some segments) are not visualized. Even though
this aspect may appear trivial, it introduces another degree of freedom in picture string
descriptions which determines different complexity properties. As a matter of fact, it can
be easily proved that the string description language of an extended colored non-connected
picture is not a regular language [8].

Now, letS2 = (�(�∪�)∗ ∪ {�}). In generalecpicgf is not a morphism from the monoid
(S2, ·) into the monoid(ECP, •f ). Indeed, let us consider word “c1rc2c3ulc4dr ” and the
subwords “c1rc2” and “c3ulc4dr ”.The picture obtainedecpicgf (c1rc2)•f ecpicgf (c3ulc4dr )

depicted in Fig. 16(i) is not equal toecpicgf (c1rc2c3ulc4dr ) depicted in Fig. 16(ii). Nev-
ertheless, if we consider onlygHW as merging function for consecutive symbols, we
can easily verify thatecpicgHW

f is a morphism from the monoid (S2, ·) into the monoid
(ECP, •f ).

The above results are summarized in Table 1.

4. Extensions of drawn pictures and pixel pictures

Other extensions of picture models can be provided on the base of the observation that a
picture may embed more information than the simple shape. In particular, another extension
of drawn pictures, nameddrawn symbolic pictures, can be obtained by associating symbols
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Fig. 16.ecpicg
f
(c1rc2) •f ecpicg

f
(c3ulc4dr ) (i), andecpicg

f
(c1rc2c3ulc4dr ) (ii).

Table 1
Morphisms from the monoid of strings into the monoid of extended colored pictures

(� ∪ �)∗ �(� ∪ �)∗ ∪ {�} �(� ∪ �)∗� ∪ {�}
ecpicg

f
No No Yes

ecpic
gHW
f

No Yes Yes

from an alphabet to the points of a drawn picture. Moreover, the notion ofsymbolic pixel
picturecan be defined by associating symbols to each pixel of a pixel picture.

Section4.1 will be devoted to the formalization ofdrawn symbolic picturesand in Section
4.2 we will presentsymbolic pixel pictures.

4.1. Drawn symbolic picture languages

A drawn symbolic picturecan be seen as a set of symbols arranged on a two-dimensional
plane such that pairs of symbols on the plane are connected by unit lines to form a connected
graph.

The definition ofdrawn symbolic picturecan be formalized as follows.

Definition 7. A drawn symbolic pictureis a tripleq = 〈sc,�, �〉, wheresc is a drawn
picture,� is an alphabet of symbols, and� : W(sc) → ��. Thestart andend pointsof q
are the start and end points ofsc, respectively. Theempty drawn symbolic pictureis denoted
by �D = 〈〈∅, (0,0), (0,0)〉,�, �〉, where�((0,0)) = �.

Let us consider the following examples.

Example 6. Letq = 〈sc,�, �〉 be adrawn symbolic picture, wheresc = 〈{{(0,0), (0,1)},
{(0,1), (0,2)}, {(0,2), (1,2)}, {(1,2), (2,2)}, {(1,2), (1,1)}}, (0,0), (1,1)〉, � = {a, b},
and� is the function such that�((0,0)) = �, �((0,1)) = b, �((0,2)) = a, �((1,2)) = �,
�((2,2)) = a, �((1,1)) = �. The visual representation of this picture is depicted in
Fig. 17.

Example 7. Letq = 〈sc,�, �〉 be adrawn symbolic picture, wheresc = 〈{{(0,0), (0,1)},
{(0,1), (1,1)}}, (0,0), (0,1)〉,� = {(r, b, g) | 0�r, b, g < 255}, and� is the function such
that�((0,0)) = (165,165,165),�((0,1)) = (120,120,120),�((1,1)) = (188,188,188).
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a a

b

Fig. 17. Adrawn symbolic picture.

Fig. 18. Adrawn symbolic picturewhere points have associated colors.

In other words, the symbols associated to points represent colors inRGBrepresentation.
The visual representation of this picture is depicted in Fig.18.

As usual adrawn symbolic picture languageis a set ofdrawn symbolic pictures.
Let us observe that a string description of adrawn symbolic picturecan be given in

analogy with the description of drawn pictures by describing a walk through the picture.
Such a walk is described by a word on the alphabets of the symbols and moves. As an
example, given thedrawn symbolic picturedepicted in Fig. 17, a possible walk is described
by � ∪ �-word “ubuarr ald”.

Analogously toextended colored picturedescriptions, a� ∪ �-wordw might associate
several symbols to a point sincew might traverse a point more than once or specify con-
secutive symbols in� before a move. The problem is addressed as in the case ofextended
colored pictureby using a merging functionf for point overlapping and a merging function
g for consecutive symbols. So, given a� ∪ �-word w = ubuacrr ballord and merging
functionsf andg such thatf (e, o) = a, g(a, c) = e andg(b, a) = a, w describes the
drawn symbolic picturedepicted in Fig. 17.

Now, we introduce the definition ofdrawn symbolic picturedescribed by a� ∪�-word
w with respect tomerging functions fandg, denoted bydsp = dspicgf (w).

The picturedsp is obtained by scanningw from left to right and by associating tow a
couple (dsp, �) where� ∈ ��, in the following inductive way. At the beginning when the
initial position in the plane is set to (0,0) and a pointerpt points to the first symbol inw,
the couple is set to (�D, �). Now, let us suppose that (q, l�) is the couple associated to the
just scanned subsentencew′ of w, whereq is the picture described byw′, and l� is the
symbol to be associated to the current position (i.e. the end point ofq), and thatpt points
to the next symbol
. If 
 ∈ � and� is the symbol associated to the current position then
f (�, l�) is written on that position. Moreover, the current position on the plane is updated
in agreement with
 and� is associated to that position if it is new. A pictureq ′ is obtained
and couple (q ′, �) is associated tow′
. If 
 ∈ � then couple (q, g(l�, 
)) is associated to
w′
.

At the end of scanning ofw, if (dsp,�) is the couple obtained and� �= � thendsp is
updated by associating the symbol� to the end point.
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Formally, we have the following definition wheredgf denotes the function used to con-
struct the triple.

Definition 8. Letw be a�∪�-word andf andgbe two merging functions on��.A couple
is associated withw in the following inductive way:
• if w = �, thendgf (w) = (�D,�);

• if w = w′
 for somew′ ∈ (�∪�)∗, with d
g
f (w

′) = (〈sc,�, �〉, l�), sc = 〈p, s, e〉, then

d
g
f (w) =

{
(〈〈p ∪ {e, 
(e)}, s, 
(e)〉,�, �1〉,�) if 
 ∈ �,

(〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �〉, g(l�, 
)) if 
 ∈ �,

where�1: W(sc)∪{	(e)} → �� is the labeling function such that

�1(v) =


f (�(v), l�) if v = e,

� if v /∈ W(sc),

�(v) if v ∈ W(sc) andv �= e.

The drawn symbolic picturedescribed byw w.r.t. merging functionsf andg, denoted as
dspicgf (w) is

• dsp if dgf (w) = (dsp,�) with � = �,

• 〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �〉 if dgf (w) = (〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �〉,�) with � �= �,
where

�(v) =
{
f (�(v),�) if v = e,

�(v) otherwise.

In order to illustrate the use of the functiondspicgf let us consider the following example.

Example 8. Let � = {c1, c2, c4, c5}, f andg be two merging functions, andw = rc1c2uld
rc4c5 be a� ∪ �-word. Thedrawn symbolic picturedescribed byw w.r.t. f and g is
dspicgf (w)=〈〈{{(0,0), (1,0)}, {(1,0), (1,1)}, {(1,1), (0,1)}, {(0,1), (0,0)}}, (0,0),
(1,0)〉, �, �〉 where� is such that�(0,0) = �, �(0,1) = �, �(1,1) = �, �(1,0) =
f (g(c1, c2), g(c4, c5)). dspicgf (w) is constructed by applyingdgf on the prefixes
of w as illustrated in Fig.19.

As usual, the definition ofdspicgf can be easily extended to the languages of�∪�-words

in a natural manner, i.e., given a� ∪ �-languageS, dspicgf (S) = {dspicgf (w) | w ∈ S}.
Thus, adrawn symbolic picture grammarG is a pair〈G�∪�, dspicgf 〉 and thedrawn

symbolic picture languageL generated byG isL(G) = dspicgf (L(G�∪�)) = {dspicgf (x) |
x ∈ L(G�∪�)}.

Let us note that the properties of merging functions which have allowed us to prove that
the set ofextended colored picturesis a monoid, a finitely generated monoid and a finitely
generated inverse monoid can be exploited to provide an analogous characterization for
drawn symbolic pictures. To this aim, the concatenation operator betweendrawn symbolic
picturescan be defined w.r.t. a merging function as shown in the following.
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df
g
(r)

f(�,g(c1,c2)) f(�,g(c1,c2)) f(�,g(c1,c2))

f(�,g(c1,c2))

df
g
(rc1) df

g
(rc1c2) df

g
(rc1c2u) df

g
(rc1c2ul) df

g
(rc1c2uld)

df
g
( rc1c2uldr c4c5)

f(�,g(c1,c2))

df
g
(rc1c2uldr ) df

g
(rc1c2uldr c4)

f(�,g(c1,c2)) f(g(c1,c2), g(c4,c5))

dspicf
g
(rc1c2uldr c4c5)

Fig. 19. The application ofdg
f

on the prefixes of “rc1c2uldr c4c5”, anddspicg
f

(r c1c2uldr c4c5).

 b 

(i)

c

  a e

 (ii)

a

 g 

 (iii)

 e c

  a   a 

Fig. 20. Twodrawn symbolic pictures(i) and (ii), and their concatenation (iii).

Definition 9. Let q1 = 〈〈p1, s1, e1〉,�, �1〉 andq2 = 〈〈p2, s2, e2〉,�, �2〉 be twodrawn
symbolic pictures. Letm, n ∈ Z be such thattm,n(s2) = e1, and letf be a merging function
on��. Theconcatenationof q1 andq2 w.r.t. f, denoted byq1 •f q2, is defined as

q1 •f q2 = 〈〈p1 ∪ tm,n(p2), s1, tm,n(e2)〉,�, �〉,
where� : W(〈p1 ∪ tm,n(p2), s1, tm,n(e2)〉) → �� is such that

�(v) =




�1(v)

if (v ∈ W(〈p1, s1, e1〉)) and(v /∈ W(tm,n(〈p2, s2, e2〉))),
�2(t−m,−n(v))

if (v /∈ W(〈p1, s1, e1〉)) and(v ∈ W(tm,n(〈p2, s2, e2〉))),
f (�1(v), �2(t−m,−n(v)))

if (v ∈ W(〈p1, s1, e1〉)) and(v ∈ W(tm,n(〈p2, s2, e2〉))).
As an example, letq1 andq2 be the two pictures depicted in Figs.20(i) and (ii), respec-

tively. By using a merging functionf such thatf (e, a) = a andf (b, g) = e, q1 •f q2
produces thedrawn symbolic pictureof Fig. 20(iii).

It is easy to verify that the concatenation of twodrawn symbolic picturesis always defined
and it is unique with respect to a given merging functionf.

Moreover, letDSPdenote the set ofdrawn symbolic pictureson a set�� and (DSP, •f )
denote the set ofdrawn symbolic picturesequipped with the concatenation operator w.r.t.
merging functionf. The following proposition can be stated.

Proposition 5. Let•f be the concatenation operator w.r.t. associative f.
(i) (DSP, •f ) and(��, f ) are monoids;
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  b 

  a 

f (c,e) 

  f(b,f (e,a)) 

 (i)

 b

  a

f (c,e) 

  f(g(b,e),a) 

 (ii)

Fig. 21.dspicg
f
(ub) •f dspicg

f
(eradl crbleua) (i) anddspicg

f
(uberadlcrbleua) (ii).

Table 2
Morphisms from the monoid of strings into the monoid of drawn symbolic pictures

(� ∪ �)∗ �(� ∪ �)∗ ∪ {�}
dspicg

f
No Yes

dspicf
f

Yes Yes

(ii) (DSP, •f ) is a finitely generated monoid;
(iii) ( DSP, •f ) is a finitely generated inverse monoid iff(��, f) is an inverse monoid.

We omit the proofs for statements of the proposition since they are similar to those
provided in Section3.2 forextended colored pictures.

Now, let us observe thatdspicgf is not a morphism from the free monoid (�∪�)∗ into the

monoid (DSP, •f ) since the conditiondspicgf (w1w2) = dspicgf (w1) •f dspicgf (w2) does
not hold.As an example, let us consider�∪�-word “uberadlcrbleua” and subwords “ub”
and “eradlcrbleua”. The picture obtaineddspicgf (ub) •f dspicgf (eradlcrbleua) depicted

in Fig. 21(i) is not equal todspicgf (uberadlcrbleua) depicted in Fig. 21(ii). Nevertheless,
when we consider a unique merging function (i.e., a merging function for overlapping
equal to the merging function for consecutive symbols) we have that functiondspicff is a
morphism from the free monoid (� ∪ �)∗ into the monoid (DSP, •f ).

As a consequence, according to finitely generated monoid representation theory [17],
each�∪�-word represents adrawn symbolic pictureand (�∪�, dspicff ) is the generating
system of (DSP, •f ). Moreover, it is easy to verify that thedescription languageof adrawn
symbolic picture qis a regular language.

In the case we would consider two different merging functions we could restrict the set of
possible string descriptions to obtain an analogous result. Indeed, letS = (�(�∪�)∗∪{�}),
it is easy to verify thatSequipped with the string concatenation is a monoid. As a matter of
fact, fora, b, c ∈ S (a · b) · c = a · (b · c) and� is the neutral element of the concatenation
operator. Furthermore, if (��, f) is a monoid then functiondspicgf is a morphism from the

monoid (S, ·) into the monoid (DSP, •f ). Indeed, by the definition ofdspicgf it turns out

that:dspicgf (�) = �D and the associativity off ensures thatdspicgf (w1w2) = dspicgf (w1)•f
dspicgf (w2) for all w1, w2 ∈ S, andg ∈ ��� .

The above results are summarized in Table 2.
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(i) (ii)

a

b b a

Fig. 22. Twosymbolic pixel pictures.

4.2. Symbolic pixel picture languages

A symbolic pixel picturecan be seen as a set of symbols associated to a set of pixels ar-
ranged on a two-dimensional plane. The formal definition ofsymbolic pixel picturefollows.

Definition 10. A symbolic pixel pictureis a tripleq = 〈sc,�, �〉, wheresc = 〈p, s, e〉 is
a connected pixel picture,� is an alphabet of symbols, and� : p → �� is a function that
associates a symbol to each pixel.sandeare the start and end points ofq, respectively. The
empty symbolic pixel pictureis denoted by�P = 〈〈∅, (0,0), (0,0)〉,�, �〉 where� is not
defined.

Let us consider the following example.

Example 9. Let q1 = 〈sc,�1, �1〉 be asymbolic pixel picture, wheresc = 〈{{pix(0,0),
pix(0,−1), pix(1,−1), pix(2,−1)}, (0,0), (2,−1)〉, �1 = {a, b}, and�1(pix(0,0)) =
a, �1(pix(0,−1)) = b, �1(pix(1,−1)) = b, and�1(pix(2,−1)) = a.

Let q2 = 〈sc,�2, �2〉 be asymbolic pixel picture, where�2 = {(r, b, g) | 0�r, b, g <

255} (i.e., colors inRGB representation), and�2(pix(0,0)) = (192,192,192), �2(pix
(0,−1)) = (150,150,150), �2(pix(1,−1)) = (128,128,128), �2(pix(2,−1)) = (150,
150,150).

The visual representations ofq1 andq2 are depicted in Figs.22(i) and (ii), respectively.

A symbolic pixel picture languageis a set ofsymbolic pixel pictures.
Let us observe that a string based representation ofsymbolic pixel picturescan be given

by considering words on alphabets� and�. Since, a� ∪ �-word can specify several
symbols for a pixel we still exploit merging functions to determine the actual symbols to
be associated to pixels. Moreover, functiondspicgf introduced fordrawn symbolic picture
descriptionscan be easily adapted to work onsymbolic pixel picture descriptions. Indeed,
such a function has to differ only in the interpretation of the move letters. A letter of�
induces still a unit move but we do not plot the segment under the move but the pixel in the
right of the move [15]. In particular, given a point(i, j) ∈ Z we have
• pix(u(i, j)) = pix(i, j),
• pix(d(i, j)) = pix(i − 1, j − 1),
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• pix(r (i, j)) = pix(i, j − 1),
• pix(l(i, j)) = pix(i − 1, j).

We define a functionsppicgf which maps a� ∪ �-wordw into the corresponding picture

spp= sppicgf (w).
The picturespp is obtained by scanningw from left to right and by associating tow a

triple (spp, �, px) where� ∈ �� andpx is a pixel, in the following inductive way. At the
beginning when the initial position in the plane is set to (0,0) and a pointerpt points to the
first symbol inw, the triple is set to (�P , �, pix(0,0)). Now, let us suppose that(q, l�, lpx) is
the triple associated to the just scanned subsentencew′ ofw, whereq is the picture described
by w′, l� andlpx are the last symbol and the last pixel examined, respectively, and thatpt

points to the next symbol
. If 
 ∈ � and� is the symbol associated tolpx thenf (�, l�) is
written on that pixel. Moreover, the current pixel on the plane is updated in agreement with

, obtaining pixell′px , and� is associated tol′px if it is new. Thus, a pictureq ′ is obtained
and triple(q ′,�, l′px) is associated tow′
. If 
 ∈ � then triple (q, g(l�, 
), lpx) is associated
tow′
.

At the end of scanning ofw, if (spp,�, px) is the triple obtained and� �= � thensppis
updated by associating the symbol� to px .

Formally, we have the following definition wheresgf denotes the function used to construct
the triple.

Definition 11. Let w be a� ∪ �-word andf andg be two merging functions on��. A
triple is associated withw in the following inductive way:
• if w = �, thensgf (w) = (�P , �, pix(0,0));

• if w = w′
 for somew′ ∈ (�∪�)∗, with s
g
f (w

′) = (〈sc,�, �〉, l�, lpx), sc = 〈p, s, e〉,
l� ∈ ��, lpx ∈ p, then

s
g
f (w) =

{
(〈〈p ∪ {pix(
(e))}, s, 
(e)〉,�, �1〉,�,pix(
(e))) if 
 ∈ �,

(〈sc,�, �〉, g(l�, 
), lpx) if 
 ∈ �,

where�1 : (p ∪ {pix(
(e))}) → �� is the labeling function such that

�1(pix(i, j)) =


f (�(pix(i, j)), l�) if pix(i, j) = lpx,

� if pix(i, j) /∈ p,

�(pix(i, j)) pix(i, j) ∈ p andpix(i, j) �= lpx.

The symbolic pixel picture described byw w.r.t. merging functionsf andg, denoted by
sppicgf (w), is

• spp if sgf (w) = (spp,�, px) with � = �;

• 〈sc,�, �〉 if sgf (w) = (〈sc,�, �〉,�, px) with � �= �,
where

�(pix(i, j)) =
{
f (�(pix(i, j)),�) if pix(i, j) = px,

�(pix(i, j)) otherwise.

In order to illustrate the use of the functionsppicgf let us consider the following example.
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r

g(c2, c3) g(c2, c3)

g(c2, c3) f(g(c2, c3), g(c4, c5)) 

rc2 rc2c3 rc2c3d rc2c3dl

rc2c3dlu

g(c2, c3)

rc2c3dluc4

g(c2, c3)

rc2c3dluc4c5 rc2c3dluc4c5l

Fig. 23. The application ofsg
f

on the prefixes of “rc2c3dluc4c5l”.

Example 10. Let � = {c2, c3, c4, c5}, f andg be two merging functions, andw = rc2c3
dluc4c5l be a� ∪ �-word. Thesymbolic pixel picturedescribed byw w.r.t. f and g
is sppicgf (w) = 〈〈{pix(−1,0),pix(0,−1)}, (0,0), (−1,0)〉, �, �〉 where� is such that

�(pix(0,−1)) = f (g(c2, c3), g(c4, c5)) and�(pix(−1,0)) = �. sppicgf (w) is constructed

by applyingsgf on the prefixes ofw as illustrated in Fig.23.

As usual, the definition ofsppicgf can be easily extended to the languages of�∪�-words

in a natural manner, i.e., given a� ∪ �-languageS, sppicgf (S) = {sppicgf (w) | w ∈ S}.
Thus, asymbolic pixel picture grammarG is a pair〈G�∪�, sppicgf 〉 and thesymbolic

pixel picture languageL generated byG is L(G) = sppicgf (L(G�∪�)) = {sppicgf (x) |
x ∈ L(G�∪�)}.

Now, by exploiting the properties of merging functions which have allowed us to prove
that the set ofextended colored picturesis a monoid and a finitely generated monoid, we
will provide an analogous characterization for the set ofsymbolic pixel pictures.

We start by defining the concatenation operator betweensymbolic pixel picturesw.r.t. a
merging function, as shown in the following.

Definition 12. Let q1 = 〈〈p1, s1, e1〉,�, �1〉 andq2 = 〈〈p2, s2, e2〉,�, �2〉 be twosym-
bolic pixel pictures. Let m, n ∈ Z be such thattm,n(s2) = e1, and letf be a merging
function on��. Theconcatenationof q1 andq2 w.r.t. f, denoted byq1 •f q2, is defined as

q1 •f q2 = 〈〈p1 ∪ tm,n(p2)
1, s1, tm,n(e2)〉,�, �〉,

where� : (p1 ∪ tm,n(p2)) → �� is such that for each pixelpx ∈ (p1 ∪ tm,n(p2))

�(px) =



�1(px) if px ∈ p1 andpx /∈ tm,n(p2),

�2(t−m,−n(px)) if px /∈ p1 andpx ∈ tm,n(p2),

f (�1(px), �2(t−m,−n(px))) if px ∈ p1 andpx ∈ tm,n(p2).

1Let us remember that given a pixelpix(x, y) and(m, n) ∈ Z2, tm,n(pix(x, y)) = (pix(x + m, y + n)).
Moreover, given a set of pixelsP, tm,n(P ) = {tm,n(px) | px ∈ P }.
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(i) (ii) (iii)

Fig. 24. Two symbolic pixel pictures (i) and (ii), and their concatenation (iii).

(i) (ii)

f(c3, c4)f(c1, g(c2, c3))

c4

f(c1, c2)

Fig. 25.sppicg
f
(rc1dc2c3uc4) (i) andsppicg

f
(rc1dc2) •f sppicg

f
(c3uc4) (ii).

As an example, letq1 andq2 be the twosymbolic pixel picturesdepicted in Figs.24(i) and
(ii), respectively. By using functionaddRGBintroduced in Section 3, the concatenation of
q1 andq2 produces the picture of Fig. 24(iii).

It is easy to verify that the concatenation of twosymbolic pixel picturesis always defined
and it is unique with respect to a given merging functionf.

Moreover, letSPPdenote the set ofsymbolic pixel pictureson a set�� and (SSP, •f )
denote the set ofsymbolic pixel picturesequipped with the concatenation operator w.r.t.
merging functionf. The following proposition can be stated.

Proposition 6. Let•f be the concatenation operator w.r.t. associative f.
(i) (SPP, •f ) and(��, f ) are monoids;

(ii) (SPP, •f ) is a finitely generated monoid;
(iii) ( SPP, •f ) is a finitely generated inverse monoid iff(��, f ) is an inverse monoid.

Let us observe thatsppicgf is not a morphism from the free monoid(� ∪ �)∗ into the

monoid (SSP, •f ) since the conditionsppicgf (w1w2) = sppicgf (w1)•f sppicgf (w2) does not
hold. Indeed, let us consider the� ∪ �-word “rc1dc2c3uc4” and the subwords “rc1dc2”
and “c3uc4”. The picture obtainedsppicgf (rc1dc2 c3uc4) depicted in Fig.25(i) is not equal

to sppicgf (rc1dc2) •f sppicgf (c3uc4) depicted in Fig. 25(ii).

Now, letS = (�(�∪�)∗ ∪{�}). If (��, f) is a monoid then the functionsppicgf is a mor-

phism from the monoid (S, ·) into the monoid (SPP, •f ). Indeed, by the definition ofsppicgf
it turns out that:sppicgf (�) = �P and the associativity off ensures thatsppicgf (w1w2) =
sppicgf (w1) •f sppicgf (w2) for all w1, w2 ∈ S andg ∈ ��� .
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As a consequence, according to finitely generated monoid representation theory[17],
each word inSrepresents asymbolic pixel pictureand (S, sppicgf ) is the generating system
of (SSP,•f ). Moreover, as in the case ofextended colored pictures, thedescription language
of asymbolic pixel picture qis a regular language.

5. The merging-independency problem for symbolic picture description languages

As we have shown in the previous sections, merging functions play a crucial role in the
interpretation of a string description of symbolic pictures. Nevertheless, in this section we
will characterize a subclass of string descriptions whose interpretation is not affected by
the specific merging functions which are adopted. Then, we say that a wordw is merging-
independentwhenever it always describes the same picture independently from the applied
merging functions.

The decidability of themerging-independencyfor symbolic picture grammars is an in-
teresting problem. Indeed, in Section 6 some decidability and complexity properties of
symbolic picture languages will be established as an extension of analogous properties for
drawn picture languages, and the proofs exploit the hypothesis of merging-independency
for symbolic picture grammars. Thus, in the next subsections we address the decidability
of the merging independency for symbolic picture grammars and in particular we show
that it is always possible to decide whether or not a context-free grammar generates only
merging-independent descriptions for symbolic pictures.

In Section 5.1 we will give the proof of decidability of the merging independency problem
for drawn symbolic picture description grammars, then in Sections 5.2 we will extend such
a proof to the models ofextended colored picturesandsymbolic pixel pictures.

5.1. The decidability of the merging-independency for drawn symbolic picture description
grammars

In the following we provide the formal definition of merging independent string descrip-
tion for drawn symbolic pictures.

Definition 13. Let ��� be the family of merging functions on�� andw be a�∪�-word.
w is a merging-independent drawn symbolic picture descriptionwhenever the following
condition holds:

dspicgf (w) = dspickh(w), ∀ f, g, h, k ∈ ��� .

A �∪�-language L is amerging-independent drawn symbolic picture description language
if ∀w ∈ L, w is amerging-independent drawn symbolic picture description.

Taking into account the definition of merging functions, it is easy to verify that a�∪�-
word w is merging-independentif and only if it specifies at most one symbol in� for
each point of the described picture. Otherwise we say thatw presents a “conflict” orw is
merging-dependent. As an example, the�∪�-wordw = arbrcl is merging-independent.
In contrast, the� ∪ �-wordsw′ = arbrcle andw′′ = raarcle aremerging-dependent
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because two symbols (b ande in w′, and two occurrences ofa and one ofe in w′′) are
specified for the same position.

The concept ofmerging-independencycan be extended to picture grammars in a natural
way.

Definition 14. A �∪�-grammarG�∪� is amerging-independent drawn symbolic picture
description grammarif any � ∪ �-wordw ∈ L(G�∪�) is amerging-independent drawn
symbolic picture description.

A grammarG = 〈G�∪�,dspicgf 〉 is a merging-independent drawn symbolic picture
grammarif G�∪� is amerging-independent drawn symbolic picture description grammar.

Now, we introduce some preliminary notions, which will be exploited to prove that it is
decidable to establish whether or not a given context-freedrawn symbolic picture description
grammaris merging-independent.

Let G= 〈, �, N, P, S〉 be a∪�-grammar andA ⊆ (∪�) a subset of the terminal
symbols. The grammar GA = (A,N, PA, S) is defined as the projection of the grammar
G on the setA, wherePA is the set of productions obtained from the productions inP
by removing all the terminals not inA. Moreover, if L is the language generated by G,
LA denotes the language generated by the grammar GA, i.e. the set of words obtained by
eliminating from the words of L the terminal symbols not inA.As an example if L= {arbdg,
cluugdd} then L� = {rd , luudd}. Let us observe that if L is a context-free language then
also L� is a context-free language. Indeed, the projection defined above is a homomorphism
h : ( ∪ �)∗ → A∗ and the context-free languages are closed under homomorphism[9].

Given� = {ai | 1� i�n}, if L is a context-free language and if with each wordw in
L we associate then-tuple whoseith coordinate, 1� i�n, is the number of occurrences of
ai in w, then the resulting set ofn-tuples, i.e., the set of Parikh vectors ofL, is semilinear.
In particular, given the function� : �∗ → Nn defined by�(z) = (#a1(z), . . . ,#an(z)), it
has been proved that�(M) is semilinear for each context-free languageM (see Theorem
5.2.1 in [6]).

In analogy to the concept of shift for a drawn picture as defined in [16], the notion of
shift of a�∪�-word can be introduced. Letw be a�∪�-word and〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �〉 be the
corresponding picture. The shift ofw is defined byshift(w) = (x(e)− x(s), y(e)− y(s)),
where for a pointv = (m, n),x(v) = mandy(v) = n.As an example, given the�∪�-word
w = rbrcla, thedrawn symbolic pictureresulting fromdspicgf (w) has start point (0,0) and
end point (1,0), soshif t (w) = (1,0). In contrast, the� ∪ �-word “rbrclalc” has shift
(0,0). In other words, a�∪�-wordw has shift (0,0) if #r (w) = #l(w) and #u(w) = #d(w).

Now, let us observe that wordw = rbrcla is amerging dependent drawn symbolic picture
descriptionsince the application ofdspicgf to w produces a conflict between symbolsb
anda that are associated to the same point (1,0). Such a conflict can also be detected by
considering the subsentencew1 = brcla (which starts from symbolb and ends to symbol
a) and by observing thatshift(w1) = (0,0). So, themerging-independencyproblem for
a drawn symbolic picture description grammarG can be reduced to verifying whether
or not G generates a subsentencew = ai�aj with � ∈ (� ∪ �)∗, ai, aj ∈ � such that
shif t (w) = (0,0).

Thus, we can state the following theorem.
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Theorem 2. Given a context-freedrawn symbolic picture description grammarG�∪�, it
is decidable whether or notG�∪� is merging-independent.

Proof. We start by observing thatG�∪� is merging-independentif any � ∪ �-wordw ∈
L(G�∪�) is merging-independent. In order to prove that L(G�∪�) is merging independent
we consider the setsL′ = suff(pref(L(G�∪�))) andL′′ = {w ∈ L′ | w = axb with
a, b ∈ � and x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗}. It can be easily proved that since L(G�∪�) is context-
free alsoL′, L′′ andL�

′′ are context-free. Now, letP1 denote the Parikh vectors of the
words inL�

′′, i.e.P1 = �(L�
′′). Moreover, letK be the set of all� ∪ �-wordsw such

that shift(w) = (0,0) andP2 be the set of Parikh vectors ofK, i.e. P2 = �(K). Then
L(G�∪�) is merging-independentif and only ifP1∩P2 = ∅. Since�(X) is semilinear for
each context-free languageX and sinceP2 is semilinear even thoughK is not context-free
it is well known that the intersection problem is decidable for semilinear languages (see
Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.6.1 in[6]), then it is decidable whether or notP1 ∩ P2 = ∅. Hence
the theorem holds. �

It is worth noting that the notion ofmerging-independentdescription fordrawn symbolic
picture is strongly related to the concept of self-avoiding introduced in [19]. In particular,
a picture word isself-avoidingif all its nonempty factors are not loop. A word represents a
loop if its shift is (0,0). In other words we can say that a picture description is self-avoiding
if all its nonempty subpictures have shift different from (0,0).

Let us consider themerging-dependent�∪�-wordw = rbrcle in which two symbolsb
andeare described for the position (1,0) in the correspondingdrawn symbolic picture. The
�-wordw′ = rrl , obtained fromw by not considering the symbols in�, is not self-avoiding.
So, we can easily adapt the proof of Theorem 2 to the case of self-avoiding, by considering
L′′ = suff (pref (L(G�∪�))). In other words, we take all the� ∪ �-words, not only
those that traverse a position more than once by assigning it only one symbol. Thus, given
a context-free� ∪ �-grammarG�∪� generating a string description language L(G�∪�),
it is decidable whether or not L(G�∪�) contains a non self-avoiding string description. As
an immediate consequence of Theorem 2, we can state the following Corollary.

Corollary 1. Given a context-free�-grammar G that generates a string description lan-
guageL(G), it is decidable whether or notL(G) contains a non-self-avoiding string de-
scription.

The problem to decide whether or not a�-language L contains a self-avoiding�-word is
more difficult. As a matter of fact Robilliard and Simplot have proved that, given a rational
language L over�, it is undecidable to know whether or not L contains a self-avoiding
word [19].

5.2. The decidability of the merging-independency for extended colored picture
description grammars and symbolic pixel picture description grammars

In this subsection, we extend the decidability result of Theorem 2 to theextended colored
picture description grammarsand to thesymbolic pixel picture description grammars.
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Fig. 26. The possible conflicts forextended colored pictures.

First, we analyze the model of theextended colored pictures.A �∪�-wordw ismerging-
independentwhenever the following condition holds:

ecpicgf (w) = ecpickh(w), ∀ f, g, h, k ∈ ��� .

It can be easily verified that a�∪�-wordw ismerging-independentif and only if it specifies
at most one symbol in� for each segment of the describedextended colored picture.

In other words, a� ∪ �-word ismerging-dependentif it contains one of the following
conflicting (sub)sentences:
(i) “ arxbl” with x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗ andshift(x) = (0,0) anda, b ∈ �;

(ii) “ alxbr ” with x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗ andshift(x) = (0,0) anda, b ∈ �;
(iii) “ auxbd” with x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗ andshift(x) = (0,0) anda, b ∈ �;
(iv) “ adxbu” with x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗ andshift(x) = (0,0) anda, b ∈ �;
(v) “�	” with � ∈ �∗, 	 ∈ � and|�| > 1

which are visualized in Fig.26. Cases (i)–(iv) are concerned with segment overlapping
and (v) is concerned with consecutive symbols that precede a move. As a consequence, the
merging-independency problem for anextended colored picture description grammar G
can be reduced to verifying whether or notG generates one of the above (sub)sentences.
To this aim, we can exploit the proof of Theorem 2, by considering the following setL′′,
where the setL′ = suff(pref(L(G))).

L′′ = {x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗ | (“arxbl” ∈ L′ or “alxbr ” ∈ L′ or “auxbd” ∈ L′ or

“adxbu” ∈ L′) anda, b ∈ �} ∪ {� ∈ �∗|“�	” ∈ L′, 	 ∈ �, |�| > 1}.

Thus, the following theorem can be stated.

Theorem 3. Given a context-freeextended colored picture description grammarG, it is
decidable whether or not G ismerging-independent.

Now, let us consider the model ofsymbolic pixel pictures. A � ∪�-wordw is merging-
independentwhenever the following condition holds:

sppicgf (w) = sppickh(w), ∀ f, g, h, k ∈ ��� .

It can be easily verified that a� ∪ �-word w is merging-independentif and only if it
specifies at most one symbol in� for each pixel of the describedsymbolic pixel picture.
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Fig. 27. The possible conflicts forsymbolic pixel pictures.

In other words, a� ∪ �-word ismerging-dependentif it contains one of the following
conflicting (sub)sentences:
(i) “ raxdb” with x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗ andshift(x) = (0,0) anda, b ∈ �;

(ii) “ laxub” with x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗ andshift(x) = (0,0) anda, b ∈ �;
(iii) “ daxlb” with x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗ andshift(x) = (0,0) anda, b ∈ �;
(iv) “ uaxrb” with x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗ andshift(x) = (0,0) anda, b ∈ �;
(v) “�ax�b” with x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗ andshift(�ax) = (0,0) anda, b ∈ � and	 ∈ �;

(vi) “ 	�” with � ∈ �∗, 	 ∈ � and|�| > 1
which are depicted in Fig.27. Cases (i)–(v) describe picture descriptions specifying two
symbols for a pixel, and (vi) represents picture descriptions containing consecutive symbols
that follow a move.As a consequence, in order to decide the merging-independency problem
for symbolic pixel picture description grammarswe can exploit the proof of Theorem 2 by
considering the following languageL′′, where the setL′ = suff(pref(L(G�∪�))).

L′′ = {x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗ | (“ raxdb” ∈ L′ or “laxub” ∈ L′ or“daxlb” ∈ L′ or

“uaxrb” ∈ L′) anda, b ∈ �} ∪ {	ax | “	ax	b” ∈ L′, x ∈ (� ∪ �)∗,
a, b ∈ �, 	 ∈ �} ∪ {� ∈ �∗ | “	�” ∈ L′, 	 ∈ �, |�| > 1}.

Finally, the following result can be provided.

Theorem 4. Given a context-freesymbolic pixel picture description grammarG�∪�, it is
decidable whether or notG�∪� is merging-independent.

6. Complexity and decidability problems of symbolic picture languages

In the last decades, picture languages have been deeply analyzed and the intractabil-
ity of several important decision problems has been proved[2,3,5,7,8,10–14,16,19,22].
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In particular, numerous results have been provided for drawn picture languages. Indeed,
the membership problemhas been proved to be undecidable for context-sensitive picture
languages[16] and NP-Complete for regular picture languages [22] and for context-free
picture languages [11], while theequivalence, thecontainmentand theambiguity problems
are undecidable for regular picture languages [11,13]. Moreover, theintersection emptiness
problemis not partially decidable for regular picture languages. The considerations about
the intractability of the above problems motivated the investigation of subclasses of drawn
pictures with nice properties from the decidability and complexity point of view [11,12,22].
Some of these subclasses are thestripe, the three-wayand thek-retreat-bounded picture
languages.

Some complexity and decidability results have also been provided for colored non-
connected picture languages. In particular, in [5,7,8] the results established for drawn pic-
tures have been extended to the colored picture model except for the NP-completeness of
context-free languages. Indeed, it has been proved that the membership problem for linear
context-free languages is also undecidable [7].

In contrast, to the best of our knowledge, results concerning these decidability and com-
plexity problems have not been provided in the literature for pixel picture languages.

In this section we analyze the symbolic picture models introduced in the paper with
respect to the above decidability and complexity problems.

It is worth noting that the problems, which were intractable for a class of picture lan-
guages, turn out to be obviously intractable also for the corresponding symbolic class. On
the other hand, the nice properties (from the decidability and complexity point of view)
determined for restricted subclasses of picture languages cannot always be inherited by the
analogous subclasses of symbolic picture languages. Thus, in the following we determine
the conditions, in terms of properties of both string descriptions and merging functions,
which allow us to preserve such properties in the setting of the introduced picture models.
Moreover, we prove that such properties also hold for symbolic pixel picture languages
(and so for the original pixel picture model).

In Section 6.1 we consider the class ofsymbolic stripe picture languages, in Section 6.2
the class ofsymbolic three-way picture languages, and in Section 6.3 the class ofsymbolic
k-retreat-bounded picture languages.

6.1. Stripe picture languages

In this section we analyze decidability problems for regular symbolic stripe picture lan-
guages. Let us recall that in the setting of drawn pictures, it has been proved that it is
decidable whether or not a context-free picture language is a stripe picture language. More-
over, the membership problem for regular drawn stripe picture languages is decidable in
linear time, and it is decidable whether two regular drawn stripe picture languages coin-
cide or whether they have a nonempty intersection [22]. Thus, in the following we first
investigate the conditions ensuring that such decidability and complexity results can also
be provided forextended colored pictures. Then, we show how such conditions also work
in the case ofdrawn symbolic picturesandsymbolic pixel pictures. Two kinds of conditions
have been identified, one concerns with properties of merging functions and the other is
related to picture descriptions.
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An extended colored stripe picture languageis anextended colored picture language
whose pictures fit into a stripe defined by two parallel lines. In particular, lety = kx + d1,
andy = kx + d2 be the equations of two parallel lines, wherek, d1, d2, are real numbers
such thatd1 < d2. The (k,d1,d2)-stripe consists of the integer grid points which are between
these lines and is defined by

M(k,d1,d2)
0 = {(i, j) ∈ M0 | ki + d1�j�ki + d2}.

The special case of the vertical stripe (i.e.,k = ∞) can be defined by

M(∞,d1,d2)
0 = {(i, j) ∈ M0 | d1�j�d2}.

In the sequel we only consider non vertical stripes. Nevertheless, the provided results can
be easily extended to the case of vertical stripes.

We are ready to give the formal definition ofextended colored stripe picture language.

Definition 15. An extended colored pictureq = 〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �〉 is anextended colored(k,
d1, d2)-stripe pictureif W(〈p, s, e〉) ⊆ M

(k,d1,d2)
0 . An extended colored picture language L

is anextended colored(k, d1, d2)-stripe picture languageif everyextended colored picture
in L is anextended colored(k, d1, d2)-stripe picture.

Let us consider a (k, d1, d2)-stripe withk = n/m, such thatn andm have no common
divisor andm> 0 (the case withk = 0, can be similarly analyzed), the (m, n, d1, d2)-unit
point field, denoted byF0, is defined as follows:

F0 = {(i, j) ∈ M
(k,d1,d2)
0 | 0� i < m}.

It is worth noting thatM(k,d1,d2)
0 = ⋃

i∈Z tim,in(F0). 2 Thus, any point in the stripe can be
mapped in a corresponding point in the setF0, and the setF0 can be used to represent any
position of anextended colored(k, d1, d2)-stripe picture. As an example, let us consider the
(3/2,−3, 2)-stripe shown in Fig. 28. The shaded region represents the (2, 3,−3, 2)-unit point
field F0. Given the point (3/2, 1) belonging toF0, we have that(7/2,4) = t2,3((3/2,1)),
and(−1/2,−2) = t−2,−3((3/2,1)).

The next theorem states that we can decide whether a context-freeextended colored
picture grammargenerates anextended colored stripe picture languageor not. The proof
can be obtained by a simple extension of Theorem 5.3 in [22].

Theorem 5. Let G be acontext-free extended colored picture grammar.It is decidable
whether or notL (G) is anextended colored stripe picture languageor not.

Now, we prove that the membership problem can be decided deterministically in linear
time for some subclasses of regularextended colored stripe picture languages. First, we
will analyze the class of languages generated byextended colored picture grammarsG =
〈GECPD,ecpicgf 〉 wheref is commutative and associative. Then, we extend the result to the

2 Let us remember thattm,n(v) = (i + m, j + n), wherev = (i, j), andtm,n(A) = {{tm,n(v), tm,n(v
′)} |

{v, v′} ∈ A}.
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(7/2, 4) 

F 0 

Fig. 28. The setF0 is representative of any point in the (3/2,−3, 2)-stripe.

class ofmerging independentlanguages. The proof is based on the following Lemma1
which establishes a correspondence between regular string languages and the above regular
picture languages.

Lemma 1. Let k be a rational number andd1 and d2 real numbers(d1�0�d2). There
exists an alphabet and an encoding� from the set ofextended colored(k, d1, d2)-stripe
picturesinto ∗ with the following properties:
(1) For twoextended colored(k, d1, d2)-stripe picturesq1 andq2, we have�(q1) = �(q2)

if and only ifq1 = q2.
(2) For an extended colored(k, d1, d2)-stripe pictureq, we can compute�(q) in linear

time.
(3) If D is a regularextended colored(k, d1, d2)-stripe picturelanguage generated by an

extended colored picture grammarG = 〈GECPD,ecpicgf 〉 3 wheref is commutative
and associative merging function then

�(D) = {�(q) | q ∈ D}
is a regular string language, which can be effectively constructed from D.

In the following we informally justify the correspondence stated by Lemma1 whose
complete proof is given in Appendix A.

A stripe can be divided into vertical stripes of equal width (namedsliced portions) so
that any picture is divided into a sequence of subpictures. Then, the set of such possible
different subpictures forms the alphabet of the string language, which is finite since in any
stripe picture language only a finite number of different subpictures can occur. Thus, any
subpicture in a sliced portion can be encoded by a subset ofLF1 = {[{v, v′}, a] | a ∈
�, {v, v′} ∈ M1, v ∈ F0, v

′ ∈ (F0∪ tm,n(F0))}. As an example, the string�(q) = �−1�0�1
in Fig. 29(b) represents the encoding of theextended colored(1/3,−1, 2)-stripe picture q

3 ECPD= (�(� ∪ �)∗� ∪ {�}) will denote the set of picture descriptions and a picture description grammar
generating words inECPDwill be denoted byGECPD.
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Fig. 29. (a) Anextended colored(1/3,−1, 2)-stripe pictureq, and (b) its corresponding sequence�(q).

depicted in Fig.29(a), where
F0 = {(i, j) | (i, j) ∈ M0, 0� i < 3},
�0 = {[{(0,0), (0,1)}, c1], [{(0,0), (1,0)}, c2], [{(1,0), (2,0)}, c3], [{(2,0), (3,0)},
c4], c/},
�−1 = {[{(3,2), (2,2)}, c7], [{(2,2), (2,1)}, c8],$, (2,1)},
�1 = {[{(0,−1), (0,0)}, c5], [{(0,0), (1,0)}, c6]},

and c/ and $ denote the presence of the start point and the end point in the sliced portion,
respectively.

In order to prove the correspondence between regular string languages and regularex-
tended colored stripe picture languagesgenerated by grammarG = 〈GECPD,ecpicgf 〉
wheref is commutative and associative, we have constructed a two-way finite state genera-
tor (2FSG) H which generates the regular string languagelang(H). Then, we show that an
image oflang(H) through a suitable homomorphism is equivalent to�(D).

A 2FSGis a device having a writing head with a finite control and a two-way infinite
working tape. Every cell of the tape contains an initially empty set of symbols from a given
alphabet. At each step it adds a symbol to the set under the writing head, moves in either
direction and changes state. In [4] it has been proved that the language generated by a2FSG
is a regular language.

The constructed2FSG His characterized by states of this form:〈A, v1, v2, a, i〉 which
specifies that a segment{v1, v2} is drawn in the cell under the writing head and symbola
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is assigned to the segment. In this way, the cells of the working tape ofH correspond to
the fields�i of the encodedextended colored stripe pictureexcept for the case where two
different symbols are associated to the same segment of the picture. In order to overcome
such a problem, we have introduced a homomorphismh1 to be applied tolang(H). h1
substitutes in the fields�i of the encodedextended colored stripe picturethe symbols
associated to the same segment with the symbol obtained by applying merging function
f on such symbols. The languageL obtained is equivalent to�(D) where D is a regular
language. The correspondence follows from the regularity ofL sincelang(H) is regular
and the regular languages are closed under homomorphism[9].

In order to provide an intuitive justification of the need for the associative and commutative
properties of the merging functionsf to ensure the equivalence betweenL and�(D), let us
observe that the 2FSG is not able to keep track of the symbol insertion order during
the construction of the slices. Moreover, if a segment is traversed more than once the
homomorphism exploits the merging functionf to establish the actual symbol to associate
to such segment. As a consequence, iff is not associative or commutative then different
symbols could be associated depending on the application order off. Obviously, this could
determine erroneous results because we have already lost such ordering. On the other hand,
to keep track of the symbol insertion order we should need a device enhanced with memory
(and hence we would have different complexity results).

Thus, the following membership result can be provided.

Theorem 6. The membership problem for a regularextended colored stripe picture lan-
guagegenerated by anextended colored picture grammarG = 〈GECPD,ecpicgf 〉 with f
commutative and associative can be decided deterministically in linear time.

Examples of commutative and associative merging functions areaddRGBandord pre-
sented in Section3. The conditions on merging functions required in the previous theorem
can be linked to the results provided in Section 3.As a matter of fact, the associative property
of merging functions has turned out to be crucial also to ensure that the set (ECP, •f ) is a
monoid. Thus, we can restate Theorem 6 as follows:

“Let (��, f ) be an abelian monoid. The membership problem for a regularextended
colored stripe picture languagegenerated by anextended colored picture grammarG =
〈GECPD, ecpicgf 〉 can be decided deterministically in linear time”.

Now, the previous membership result can be extended to the case of merging-independent
grammars. Let us observe that ifG is merging-independentthen each segment in�i has
associated at most one symbol in� and/or a certain number of occurrences of�. As a con-
sequence, merging functions always produce a unique symbol when applied by homomor-
phismh1 independently from its application order. Thus, the associative and commutative
hypothesis are no longer needed in order to ensure thatL is equivalent to�(D).As an immedi-
ate consequence, Lemma 1 can be easily extended tomerging-independent extended colored
(k, d1, d2)-stripe picture languages, and the following complexity result can be stated.

Corollary 2. The membership problem for a regularextended colored stripe picture lan-
guagegenerated by amerging-independent extended colored picture grammarG = 〈GECPD,
ecpicgf 〉 can be decided deterministically in linear time.
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Moreover, the above membership results can be exploited to prove other decidability
results. As a matter of fact, the following theorem provides the conditions ensuring the
decidability of the equivalence and intersection emptiness problems for regular stripe picture
languages.

Theorem 7. Given two regular languages of words in ECPD, L1 andL2, and merging
functions f, g, h and k on�� such that ecpicgf (L1) is anextended colored stripe picture lan-

guage.It is decidable whether ecpicgf (L1) = ecpickh(L2),and ecpicgf (L1)∩ecpickh(L2) = ∅
in the following cases:
(1) f and h arecommutativeandassociative,or
(2) L1 andL2 aremerging-independent.

Proof. It follows from Theorem5, Lemma 1, Corollary 2 and the properties of regular
string languages. �

The above decidability and complexity results can also be provided forregular sym-
bolic pixel stripe picture languagesandregular drawn symbolic stripe picture languages.
To this aim, Lemma 1 can be restated by considering asymbolic pixel picture grammar
G = 〈GSPPD, sppicgf 〉, and adrawn symbolic picture grammarG = 〈GSPPD, dspic

g
f 〉

respectively, whereSPPD= (�(� ∪ �)∗ ∪ {�}) denotes the set of string descriptions and
GSPPDdenotes the grammar generating words inSPPD. The details of the two extensions
are provided in the Appendix.

Thus, the following theorems can be given.

Theorem 8. The membership problem for a regularsymbolic pixel stripe picture language
generated by asymbolic pixel picture grammarG = 〈GSPPD, sppicgf 〉 with f commutative
and associative can be decided deterministically in linear time.

Theorem 9. Given two regular languages of words in SPPD, L1 andL2, and merging
functions f,g,h and k on�� such that sppicgf (L1) is asymbolic pixel stripe picture language.

It is decidable whether sppicgf (L1) = sppickh(L2), and sppicgf (L1) ∩ sppickh(L2) = ∅ in
the following cases:
(1) f and h arecommutativeandassociative,or
(2) L1 andL2 aremerging-independent.

Theorem 10. The membership problem for a regulardrawn symbolic stripe picture lan-
guagegenerated by adrawn symbolic picture grammarG = 〈GSPPD, dspicgf 〉 with f com-
mutative and associative can be decided deterministically in linear time.

Theorem 11. Given two regular languages of words in SPPD, L1 andL2, and merging
functions f, g, h and k on�� such that dspicgf (L1) is a drawn symbolic stripe picture lan-

guage.It is decidable whether dspicgf (L1) = dspickh(L2),and dspicgf (L1)∩dspickh(L2) = ∅
in the following cases:
(1) f and h arecommutativeandassociative,or
(2) L1 andL2 aremerging-independent.
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6.2. Three-way picture languages

In the setting of drawn pictures, it has been proved that the membership problem for
context-free three-way picture languages is decidable in polynomial time[11]. However,
other important problems are undecidable for three-way drawn pictures. In particular, the
equivalence and containment problems are undecidable for a regular languageL1 and a
linear languageL2, where bothL1 andL2 describe three-way stripe picture languages.
The intersection emptiness problem is undecidable for two three-way stripe linear picture
languages. The intersection emptiness problem is also undecidable for a regular language
L1 and a linear languageL2, whereL1 describes a three-way stripe picture language and
L2 describes a stripe picture language [11].

It is obvious that the intractability of the previous problems also holds in the case of
the symbolic picture languages introduced in this paper. Thus, in the sequel we provide
the conditions ensuring that the nice membership decidability result given in [11] for
three-way drawn pictures can be extended to the three-way versions of our picture mod-
els. In particular, we prove the decidability of the membership forthree-way extended
colored picture languagesand we show how the proof can be easily extended to the lan-
guages ofthree-way symbolic pixel picturesand the languages ofthree-way drawn symbolic
pictures.

Let �′ be a three-letter subset of�. An extended colored pictureis called athree-way
extended colored pictureif it can be described by a word in the setECPD′ = �(� ∪
�′)∗�′ ∪ {�}. An extended colored picture languageis called athree-way extended colored
picture languageif it can be described by words inECPD′. As usual,GECPD′ will denote
anextended colored picture description grammargenerating words inECPD′.

We start by consideringextended colored picture grammarsG = 〈GECPD′ , ecpicgf 〉 such
thatf is commutative and associative, and proving that the membership problem is solvable
deterministically in polynomial time by exploiting the approach provided in [11]. Then, we
show the same result formerging-independent extended colored picture grammars.

Let us consider a push down automaton (PDA)M = (Q, (�∪�′ ∪{�}),, �, q0,Z0, qf )

and pictureq = 〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �p〉, whereQ is a finite set of states of the finite control,
�∪�′ ∪ {�} is a finite set of input symbols, is a finite set of pushdown store symbols not
includingZ0, � is a transition function that maps elements of the setQ× (�∗�′ ∪ {�})×
( ∪ Z0) into finite subsets ofQ × {0,1} × (( ∪ {pop})), q0 is the initial state,Z0 is
the bottom marker for the pushdown store, andqf is the final state. We want to determine
whether or notq ∈ ecpicgf (M).

A PDA works as described in the following. The value given by a transition function�
is a triple (qi , X, d) whereqi is a state in Q, X is in {0,1}, andd in . This means that the
possible next actions of PDA are (1) entering next stateqi , (2) moving the input head to
the right one cell or leaving it stationary, according to whether X is 1 or 0, and (3) adding
the symbold to the top of the pushdown store. Moreover if (qi , X, pop) is the value of the
transition function then in step (3)M removes the top pushdown store symbol instead of
adding a symbol to the pushdown store. We can assume thatM accepts by entering the final
stateqf with the empty pushdown store, scanning the right endmarker of the input tape.

A configuration ofM is a 6-tuple (qs , w, p′, v, v′, �p
′
) which means that the PDAM is in
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stateqs , the current content of the pushdown store isw (where the first symbol ofw is the
symbol at the top of the pushdown store), andM has read some portion of the input tape,
sayx wherex ∈ ECPD′, such thatecpicgf (x) = 〈〈p′, v, v′〉,�, �p′ 〉, for each segmentps

in p′ �p
′
(ps) ∈ ��.

Given two configurations I and J, I� J if and only if the PDAM in configuration I can
move in one step to configuration J. Moreover, I�k J establishes thatM can move from
configuration I to configuration J after exactlyk moves.�∗ denotes the transitive reflexive
closure of the binary relation�.

Now, a 7-tuple (qs, A, qr , p
′, v, v′, �p

′
) is q-valid if the PDA M can go from stateqs

with symbolA alone on the pushdown store to stateqr with an empty store, drawing the
extended colored picture〈〈p′, v, v′〉,�, �p′ 〉 ⊆ q, starting fromv ∈ M0 and ending at
v′ ∈ M0, i.e., if (qs, A,∅, v, v, �)�∗(qr ,∅, p′, v, v′, �p

′
). Moreover, letW(〈p, s, e〉) =

{v1(= s), v2, . . . , vm(= e)} andX be a matrix such that, for eachi andj with 1� i, j�m,
X[i, j ] = {(qs, A, qr , p

′, vi, vj , �p
′
) | qs, qr ∈ Q,A ∈ (∪ {Z0}) and(qs, A, qr , p

′, vi ,
vj , �

p′
) is aq-valid 7-tuple}.

From the definition ofq-valid 7-tuples, q = 〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �〉 ∈ ecpicgf if and only if
X[1,M] contains the element(q0, Z0, qf , p, s, e, �). As a consequence, in order to test the
membership ofthree-way extended colored pictureswe need only to construct the matrixX.
To this aim we can use a dynamic programming method defined by the following function
YIELDM : 2C × 2C → 2C , whereC is the set of all 7-tuples.

YIELDM(S1, S2) = {(qs, B, qt , p′, v, v3, �
p′
) | (qs, B,∅, v, v, �)�(qr , AB, p1, v, v1,

�p1), (qr , A, qz, p2, v1, v2, �
p2) ∈ S1, (qz, B, qt , p3, v2, v3, �

p3) ∈ S2, 〈〈p′, v, v3〉,�,
�p

′ 〉 = 〈〈p1, v, v1〉,�, �p1〉 •f 〈〈p2, v1, v2〉,�, �p2〉 •f 〈〈p3, v2, v3〉,�, �p3〉}.
The idea behind the definition of functionYIELDM is that, from the partial computations

of M corresponding to the drawing of theextended colored picture〈〈p1, v, v1〉,�, �p1〉,
〈〈p2, v1, v2〉,�, �p2〉 and〈〈p3, v2, v3〉,�, �p3〉, we deduce (qs, B,∅, v, v, �)�+(qt , ∅, p′,
v, v3, �

p′
).

Thus, given theextended colored pictureq = 〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �p〉, the dynamic program-
ming method works as described in the following:
(1) puts in the tableX all q-valid 7-tuplescorresponding to single pop transitions ofM,
(2) by using function YIELDM , combines repeatedly the information in the tableX that

corresponds to partial computations ofM until no new information can be added toX,
and

(3) checks whether or not the element (q0, Z0, qf , p, s, e, �
p) has been added toX[1,m].

It is worth noting that the associative and commutative properties of merging functions play
a crucial role in the construction of the matrixX. As a matter of fact, the above technique is
not able to keep track of the symbol insertion order in the subpictures corresponding to the
partial computations. Moreover, if a segment is traversed more than once,YIELDM exploits
the merging functionf to establish the actual symbol to associate to it. In particular, in the
application of YIELDM , for eachps in p′ if ps is in p1, p2 andp3, the symbol associated
to ps is given by�p

′
(ps) = f (f (�p1(ps), �

p2(ps)), �
p3(ps)).

Thus, if the merging functionf is not associative or commutative then different symbols
could be associated to the segments depending on the application order off. Obviously, this
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could determine erroneous results during the combination of the partial computations in the
construction ofX because we have already lost such ordering.

In order to decide the membership problem for thethree-way extended colored picture
languages, we can use Algorithm 3.5 provided by Kim in[11] for three-way drawn picture
languages. Indeed, such an algorithm can be easily adapted to work according to the above
definitions of matrixX and function YIELDM . Moreover, we can easily prove that the
algorithm works in polynomial time. Due to the presence of symbols associated to the
segments we have to add a factor of|�| to the time required for each operation in the steps
of the algorithm [11]. But given a description grammarGECPD′ , |�| is a constant, so the
total time required does not change asymptotically with respect to the result provided for
drawn pictures.

As a consequence we have the following theorem.

Theorem 12. Let (��, f ) be an abelian monoid. The membership problem forcontext-
free three-way extended colored picture languagesgenerated byextended colored picture
grammarsG = 〈GECPD′ ,ecpicgf 〉 can be decided deterministically in polynomial time.

Let us observe that ifG ismerging-independentthen each segment in the extended colored
pictures has associated at most one symbol in� and/or a certain number of occurrences of
�. Thus the associative and commutative hypothesis of merging functionf are no longer
needed for the function YIELDM in order to determine(qr , A, qz, p2, v1, v2, �

p2) ∈ S1,
(qz, B, qt , p3, v2, v3, �

p3) ∈ S2, such that(qs, B,∅, v, v, �) � (qr , AB, p1, v, v1, �
p1) and

〈〈p′,v,v3〉,�,�p
′ 〉 = 〈〈p1, v, v1〉,�,�p1〉•f 〈〈p2, v1, v2〉,�, �p2〉•f 〈〈p3, v2, v3〉,�, �p3〉.

As a matter of fact, for eachps in p′, if ps is in p1, p2 andp3, functions�p1, �p2 and�p3

associate tops the same symbol in� or the symbol�.
As an immediate consequence,Theorem12 can be easily extended tomerging-independent

extended colored picture languages, and the following complexity result can be stated.

Corollary 3. The membership problem forcontext-free three-way extended colored picture
languagesgenerated bymerging-independent extended colored picture grammarsG =
〈GECPD′ ,ecpicgf 〉 can be decided deterministically in polynomial time.

Now, we show that the membership result given in Theorem12 for extended colored
picturescan also be provided fordrawn symbolic picturesandsymbolic pixel picturesby
slightly changing the proof presented above.

In particular, for drawn symbolic picture languageswe consider a grammarG =
〈GSPPD′ ,dspicgf 〉 and a PDAM = (Q, (� ∪ � ∪ {�}),, �, q0, Z0, qf ), where� is a
transition function that maps elements of the setQ× (�′�∗ ∪ {�})× ( ∪ Z0) into finite
subsets ofQ× {0,1} × (( ∪ {pop})), so that the membership problem is reduced to de-
termining whether or not adrawn symbolic pictureq = 〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �p〉 is in dspicgf (M).
To this aim, we can use again a matrixX which is indexed by points of W(〈p, s, e〉) =
{v1(= s), v2, . . . , vm(= e)}. The entries ofX are constructed by determining theq-valid
tuplesfrom configuration ofM. Here, a 7-tuple (qs, A, qr , p

′, v, v′, �p
′
) is q-valid if the

PDA M can go from stateqs with symbolA alone on the pushdown store to stateqr with
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an empty store, drawing thedrawn symbolic picture〈〈p′, v, v′〉,�, �p′ 〉 ⊆ q, starting from
v ∈ M0 and ending atv′ ∈ M0. In other words, we can use the function YIELDM defined
above, which is able to combine the information in the tableX that corresponds to partial
computations ofM. When no new information can be added toX, we check whether or not
the element (q0, Z0, qf , p, s, e, �

p) has been added toX[1,m].
Forsymbolic pixel picture languageswe consider a grammarG = 〈GSPPD′ , sppicgf 〉 and

a PDAM = (Q, (�∪�′ ∪{�}),, �, q0, Z0, qf ), where� is a transition function that maps
elements of the setQ×(�′�∗∪{�})×(∪Z0) into finite subsets ofQ×{0,1}×((∪{pop}.
Now, in order to determine whether or not asymbolic pixel pictureq = 〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �p〉
is in sppicgf (M), by using function YIELDM , we can construct a matrixX which is now
indexed by points of the armorarm〈p, s, e〉) = {v1(= s), v2, . . . , vm(= e)}. The entries of
X are obtained by analyzing theq-valid tuples, where a 7-tuple(qs, A, qr , p

′, v, v′, �p
′
) is

q-valid if the PDA M can go from stateqs with symbolA alone on the pushdown store to
stateqr with an empty store, drawing thesymbolic pixel picture〈〈p′, v, v′〉,�, �p′ 〉 ⊆ q,
starting fromv ∈ M0 and ending atv′ ∈ M0. When matrixX has been constructed, we
check whether or notX[1,m] contains the element (q0, Z0, qf , p, s, e, �

p).
Thus, the following theorems can be provided.

Theorem 13. Let (��, f ) be an abelian monoid. The membership problem forcontext-
free three-way drawn symbolic picture languagesgenerated bydrawn symbolic picture
grammarsG = 〈GSPPD′ ,dspicgf 〉 can be decided deterministically in polynomial time.

Theorem 14. Let(��, f ) be an abelian monoid. The membership problem forcontext-free
three-way symbolic pixel picture languagesgenerated bysymbolic pixel picture grammars
G = 〈GSPPD′ , sppicgf 〉 can be decided deterministically in polynomial time.

6.3. K-retreat bounded picture languages

Other interesting subclasses of drawn pictures have been introduced to solve the in-
tractability of major decision problems. In particular, given an integerk�0 and a� ∪ �-
word x, x is k-retreat-boundedif it draws a symbolic picture in such a manner that the
maximum distance ofl moves, ignoringu andd moves, from a rightmost point of any
partial picture is bounded byk [12].

Let us observe that this subclass is an extension of three-way picture languages. By ex-
tending the result given in [12] for�-grammars, it can be easily proved that it is decidable
whether or not a context-free�∪�-language L is ak-retreat-bounded language. Moreover,
in [12] it has been shown that there is a 1-retreat-bounded regular drawn picture language
(1-retreat-bounded vertical-stripe linear drawn picture language) for which the membership
problem is NP-complete. The inclusion and intersection-emptiness problems are undecid-
able for a 1-retreat-bounded regular drawn picture language and a 2-retreat-bounded regular
drawn picture language. The equivalence and ambiguity problems are undecidable for 2-
retreat-bounded regular drawn picture languages. It is obvious that the intractability of
previous problems also holds in the case of symbolic picture languages introduced in this
paper.
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Fortunately,k-retreat-bounded picture languages have also nice complexity properties.
As a matter of fact, it has been proved that the membership problem is decidable in polyno-
mial time for each k-retreat-bounded nonvertical-stripe context-free drawn picture language
[12]. Such a result can be extended to our picture models by exploiting the same characteri-
zations (associativity and commutativity of merging functions, and merging-independency
of string descriptions) which have allowed us to generalize the results concerning three-
way languages. In particular, we will first provide the result fork-retreat-bounded extended
colored picture languagesand then we will show how to extend the proof to the languages
of k-retreat-bounded drawn symbolic picturesand the languages ofk-retreat-bounded sym-
bolic pixel pictures.

Let �, d1, d2 be real numbers such that� �= ∞, d1 < d2 andM = (Q, (�∪�∪ {�}), ,
�, q0,Z0, qf ) be ak-retreat-boundedPDA, such thatecpicgf (M) is a (�, d1, d2)-nonvertical
stripe extended colored picture language. The transition function is defined as� : Q ×
(�∗� ∪ {�})×  → 2Q×, and we shall assume thatM either pushes or pops one symbol
in each move and it accepts by entering the unique final stateqf with the empty stack,
after scanning the input word. Let us observe that it is decidable whether or notM is a
k-retreat-boundedPDA (by extending Theorem 3.1 in [12]) and whether or notecpicgf (M)

is a (�, d1, d2)-nonvertical stripe extended colored picture language(Theorem 5).
Letq = 〈〈p, (0,0), e〉,�, �p〉be anextended colored picturegiven as input andM(�,d1,d2)

1

= {{v, v′} ∈ M1 | v, v′ ∈ M
(�,d1,d2)

0 }. For v, v′ ∈ W(〈p, (0,0), e〉) let U(v, v′) =
M

(�,d1,d2)

1 ∩M
(∞,x(v)−k,x(v′)+k)
1 and define:J (v, v′) = U(v, v′)− U(v, v)− U(v′, v′).

An extended colored pictureq ′ = 〈〈p′, s′, e′〉,�, �p′ 〉 is q-valid if p′ ⊆ p, �p
′
(ps) =

�p(ps) for each segmentps in p′ andp′ ∩ J (s′, e′) = p ∩ J (s′, e′). (If q = ecpic
g
f (x)

for somex ∈ L(M) and x = yzw, whereecpicgf (y) = 〈〈py, (0,0), s′〉,�, �py 〉 and

ecpicgf (z) = langle〈p′, s′, e′〉,�, �p′ 〉, then〈〈p′, s′, e′〉,�, �p′ 〉 should be aq-valid picture
sinceq is a(�, d1, d2)-stripe picture andM is ak-retreat boundedPDA.) Forqs, qt ∈ Q and
A ∈ , (q ′, qr , A, qt ) is aq-valid tuple if q ′ is aq-valid extended colored pictureandM
can go from stateqr with A alone in its stack to stateqt , emptying the stack and consuming
a wordx from the input tape withecpicgf (x) = q ′.

Let X be the set ofq-valid tuples.X is a finite set and it is easy to see thatq ∈ ecpic
g
f (M)

if and only if (q, q0, Z0, qf ) ∈ X. As a consequence, in order to test ifq ∈ ecpic
g
f (M)

we need only to constructX. We can use a dynamic programming method defined by the
following functionYM such that, for all
 ∈ X (with 
 = (〈〈p′, s′, e′〉,�, �p′ 〉, qr , A, qt ))
andE ∈ 2X, YM(
, E) consists of allq-valid tuples
 defined as:
(1) 
 = (〈〈{v, s′}∪p′∪p′′, v, v′〉,�, �p〉, qr ′ , B, qt ′) if (qr , AB) ∈ �(qr ′ ,�, B),picT ,{f,g}

(�) = 〈〈{v, s′}, v, s′〉,�, �′〉, (〈〈p′′, e′, v′〉,�, �p′′ 〉, qt , B, qt ′) ∈ E and〈〈{v, s′}, v, s′〉,
�, �

′ 〉•f 〈〈p′, s′, e′〉,�, �p′ 〉•f 〈〈p′′, e′, v′〉,�, �p′′ 〉 = 〈〈{v,s′}∪p′∪p′′, v, v′〉,�, �p〉;
and

(2) 
 = (〈〈{v, v′}∪p′′∪p′, v, e′〉,�, �p〉, qr ′ , A, qt ) if (qt ′ , BA) ∈ �(qr ′ ,�, A),picT ,{f,g}
(�) = 〈〈{v, v′}, v, v′〉,�, �′〉, (〈〈p′′, v′, s′〉,�, �p′′ 〉, qt ′ , B, qr) ∈ E and〈〈{v, v′}, v,
v′〉,�, �′〉 •f 〈〈p′′, v′, s′〉,�, �p′′ 〉 •f 〈〈p′, s′, e′〉,�, �p′ 〉 = 〈〈{v, s′} ∪ p′′ ∪ p′, v, e〉,
�, �p〉.
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It is worth noting that the hypothesis of associativity and commutativity of merging function
f is exploited in order to associate a unique symbol to each segment in each subpicture
obtained from partial computations and to glue consecutive valid computations, as it is the
case for three-way extended colored picture languages.

The algorithm for the membership test can be easily obtained by adapting the algorithm
provided by Kim in[12] for k-retreat-bounded drawn pictures, which is similar to the one
for three-way context-free drawn picture languages. Moreover, we can easily prove that the
algorithm works in polynomial time. Indeed, the presence of symbols requires that only a
constant factor has to be added to the time required for each operation.

Now, we are ready to provide the following theorem.

Theorem 15. Let (��, f ) be an abelian monoid and k be a non negative integer. The
membership problem for k-retreat-bounded nonvertical-stripe context-free extended colored
picture languagesgenerated byextended colored picture grammarsG = 〈GECPD,ecpicgf 〉
can be decided deterministically in polynomial time.

Let us observe that ifG ismerging-independentthen each segment in the extended colored
pictures has associated at most one symbol in� and/or a certain number of occurrences
of �. Thus, the associative and commutative hypothesis of merging functionf are no longer
needed for the functionYM in order to determine the valid tuples
.

As an immediate consequence,Theorem15 can be easily extended tomerging-independent
extended colored pictures languages, and the following complexity result can be stated.

Corollary 4. Let k be a non-negative integer.The membership problem for k-retreat-bounded
nonvertical-stripe context-free extended colored picture languagesgenerated bymerging-
independent extended colored picture grammars〈GECPD, ecpicgf 〉 can be decided deter-
ministically in polynomial time.

Now, we show that the membership result given in Theorem15 can be extended todrawn
symbolic picture languagesandsymbolic pixel picture languagesby slightly changing the
proof presented above.

For drawn symbolic picture languageswe consider adrawn symbolic picture grammar
G= 〈GSPPD, dspic

g
f 〉 and a PDAM = (Q, (� ∪ � ∪ {�}),, �, q0, Z0, qf ), where the

transition function is defined as� : Q × (��∗ ∪ {�}) ×  → 2Q×. A drawn symbolic
pictureq ′ = 〈〈p′, s′, e′〉,�, �p′ 〉 is q-valid if p′ ⊆ p, �p

′
(pp) = �p(pp) for each point

ps in W(〈p′, s′, e′〉), andp′ ∩ J (s′, e′) = p ∩ J (s′, e′). In order to determine whether or
not adrawn symbolic pictureq = 〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �p〉 is in dspicgf (M), by using functionYM
we can construct the set ofq-valid tuples. For qs, qt ∈ Q andA ∈ , (q ′, qr , A, qt ) is a
q-valid tupleif q ′ is aq-valid drawn symbolic pictureandM can go from stateqr with A
alone in its stack to stateqt , emptying the stack and consuming a wordx from the input
tape withdspicgf (x) = q ′. When no new tuples can be added toX, we check whether or not
X contains the element(q, q0, Z0, qf ).

Analogously, forsymbolic pixel pictureswe consider asymbolic pixel picture grammar
G = 〈GSPPD, sppic

g
f 〉 and a PDAM = (Q, (� ∪ � ∪ {�}),, �, q0, Z0, qf ). In this case,
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we defineJ (v, v′) = U(v, v′) − U(v, v) − U(v′, v′), wherev, v′ ∈ arm(〈p, (0,0), e〉)
andU(v, v′) = M

(�,d1,d2)

1 ∩M
(∞,x(v)−k,x(v′)+k)
1 . Moreover, asymbolic pixel pictureq ′ =

〈〈p′, s′, e′〉,�, �p′ 〉 is q-valid if p′ ⊆ p, �p
′
(px) = �p(px) for each pixelpx in p′, and

p′ ∩ J (s′, e′) = p ∩ J s′, e′). So, in order to determine whether or not asymbolic pixel
pictureq = 〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �p〉 is in sppicgf (M), we can construct the set ofq-valid tuples.
Forqs, qt ∈ Q andA ∈ , (q ′, qr , A, qt ) is aq-valid tupleif q ′ is aq-valid symbolic pixel
pictureandM can go from stateqr with A alone in its stack to stateqt , emptying the stack
and consuming a wordx from the input tape withsppicgf (x) = q ′. Again the set of tuples
X is obtained by using functionYM , and we check whether or not(q, q0, Z0, qf ) ∈ X.

Thus, the following theorems can be provided.

Theorem 16. Let (��, f ) be an abelian monoid and k be a non negative integer. The
membership problem for k-retreat-bounded nonvertical-stripe context-free drawn symbolic
picture languagesgenerated bydrawn symbolic picture grammarsG = 〈GSPPD,dspicgf 〉
can be decided deterministically in polynomial time.

Theorem 17. Let (��, f ) be an abelian monoid and k be a non negative integer. The
membership problem for k-retreat-bounded nonvertical-stripe context-free symbolic pixel
picture languagesgenerated bysymbolic pixel picture grammarsG = 〈GSPPD, sppicgf 〉
can be decided deterministically in polynomial time.

7. Final remarks

In this paper, starting from the approach proposed by Hinz and Welzl[8] we have in-
troduced some extensions of picture models, namelyextended colored pictures, drawn
symbolic picturesandsymbolic pixel pictures. Such extensions are conceived to specify
further information on the picture, such as colors, labels, icons, which is represented by
symbols from an alphabet� and is associated to segments, points or pixels, respectively.
A distinguishing characteristic of such extensions is concerned with the string descriptions
of the pictures. Indeed, we have defined suitable mappings which are able to obtain from
a string of symbols and moves the corresponding picture. These mappings are parametric
with respect to merging functions that have a crucial role in establishing which symbol must
be visualized whenever more than one symbol is associated to a segment, a point or a pixel.
Moreover, we have identified the properties of merging functions ensuring that the set of
extended colored pictures, the set ofdrawn symbolic picturesand the set ofsymbolic pixel
picturesare monoids and finitely generated inverse monoids.

Several decidability and complexity properties have been determined for the introduced
picture models. In particular, the notion of merging-independency has been provided for
string descriptions, and the decidability of the merging-independency problem for context-
free languages has been proved. Furthermore, we have investigated the conditions which
allow us to extend the nice results proved for subclasses of drawn picture and colored picture
languages in the setting of the analogous subclasses of symbolic picture languages. We have
proved that such results also hold in the setting of symbolic pixel picture languages (and so
for the original pixel picture model).
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Fig. 30. (a) Asymbolic pixel(1/3,−1, 2)-stripe pictureq, and (b) its corresponding sequence�(q).

As future work, we intend to analyze the application of the merging functions in the con-
text of other picture models. Moreover, other subclasses of the proposed picture languages
with nice decidability and complexity properties could be identified.

Appendix A.

In this appendix we first provide the proof of Lemma1 introduced in Section 6.1 to
establish a correspondence between regular string languages and a subclass of regular
extended colored stripe picture languages, identified by providing properties (associativity
and commutativity) of merging functions, is provided. Then, we show how such lemma can
be extended toregular symbolic pixel stripe picture languagesanddrawn symbolic stripe
picture languages.

The proof of Lemma 1 exploits atwo-way finite state generatorwhose formal definition
follows.

Definition A1 (Culik and Welzl[4] ). A two-way finite state generator(2FSG, for short) is
a tuple

H = (Q, 
, d, A0, Af ,�, out),
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Fig. 31. (a) A drawn symbolic (1/3,−1, 2)-stripe picture; (b) its corresponding sequence�(q).

whereQ is a finite nonempty set of states,
 : Q → 2Q is a transition function,d : Q →
2{−1,0,1} is a direction function, which indicates whether the writing head can move to the
left (−1), to the right (1) or can remain in the same position,A0 is the initial state,Af is
the accepting state,� is the output alphabet and, finallyout : Q+ → � is an interpretation
function. In particular, the interpretation functionout can be defined by using the printing
functionpr : Q → �, where� is the printing alphabet such that� = 2�.

In the sequel, we recall from[22] the concepts ofcomputationsandgenerated language
related to two-way finite state generators. The computations of a2FSG Hare described
by strings over(Q × Z), where(A, j) means that “the current state isA and the current
position on the tape isj ”. The transition function
 induces a move relation� associated to
a2FSG. Let c ∈ (Q× Z)∗, (A, j) ∈ (Q× Z). Then

c(A, j) � c (A, j)(A′, j + i)

if A′ ∈ 
(A), i ∈ d(A). The transitive closure of� is denoted by�∗ and it allows us to
define the set of valid computations ofH, denoted bycomp(H), and defined as

comp(H) = {c ∈ (Q× Z)∗(Af × Z) | (A0,0) �∗c}.
For a prefix of a valid computationc ∈ (Q× Z)∗, the leftmost (rightmost) position visited
by c, denoted bylm(c) (rm(c), resp.), is defined as the minimal (maximal, resp.)j such that
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c can be written asc = c1(A, j)c2, for somec1, c2 ∈ (Q× Z)∗, (A, j) ∈ (Q× Z). Given
a valid computationc, thehistory-j-homomorphismhj : (Q× Z)∗ → Q∗ is defined as

hj (A, i) =
{
A if i = j,

� if i �= j.

Such a mapping allows us to describe the sequence of states of the finite control, in which
the writing head passed positionj on the tape. Finally, the cellj will contain the element
outj (c) = {pr(A) | A ∈ alph(hj (c))}, wherealph(hj (c)) denotes the set of symbols
which occur inhj (c). Thus the word generated by a computationc is

word(c) = outa(c)outa+1(c) . . . outb−1(c)outb(c) ∈ �∗,

wherea = lm(c) andb = rm(c). Finally, the language generated byH is defined as

lang(H) = {word(c) | c ∈ comp(H)} ⊆ �∗.

As it has been proved in[4] the language generated by a2FSGis a regular language.
In order to prove statements (1) and (2) of Lemma 1, letk = n/m, such thatn andm

have no common divisor andm > 0 and consider the(m, n, d1, d2)-unit labeled line field:

LF1 = {[{v, v′}, a] | a ∈ �, {v, v′} ∈ M1, v ∈ F0, v
′ ∈ (F0 ∪ tm,n(F0))}.

The alphabet consists of the set of subsets ofF0∪LF1∪{c/, $}. Any subpicture in a sliced
portion will be encoded by a subset ofLF1. Moreover, the presence of the endpoint within
the sliced portion of the subpicture will be indicated by means of a $. While c/ will denote
the presence of the start point in the sliced portion. The position of the start point will be
(0,0). More formally, letq = 〈〈r, (0,0), e〉,�, �〉 bean extended colored(k, d1, d2)-stripe
picture. Moreover, let us define for all integersi,

�−i =




(�(r) ∩ LF1) ∪ {c/} if i = 0, e /∈ F0,

(�(r) ∩ LF1) ∪ {c/,$, e} if i = 0, e ∈ F0,

(tim,in(�(r)) ∩ LF1) if i �= 0, tim,in(e) /∈ F0,

(tim,in(�(r)) ∩ LF1) ∪ {$, tim,in(e)} if i �= 0, tim,in(e) ∈ F0

where�(r) = {[{v, v′}, a] | a ∈ �, {v, v′} ∈ r, �({v, v′}) = a}, and tim,in(�(r)) =
{[{tim,in(v), tim,in(v

′)}, a] | [{v, v′}, a] ∈ �(r)}.
Now, leta be the minimali such that�i �= ∅ andb be the maximali such that�i �= ∅.

The string�(q) = �a�a+1 . . .�0 . . .�b−1�b represents the encoding of the pictureq. Thus,
it is easy to verify that the first two statements of the lemma hold.

In order to prove statement (3), we construct a two-way finite state generatorH which
generates the regular string languagelang(H) = �(D).

LetG = 〈GECPD,ecpicgf 〉 be a regularextended colored picture grammarwith f commu-

tative and associative such that D= ecpic
g
f (L(GECPD)) is anextended colored(k, d1, d2)-

stripe picture language. Without loss of generality, we can suppose thatGECPD = (�,�, N,
P, S) is in right linear form, i.e.,GECPD has productions of the form S→aA, S→�,A→�	B,
A→�	, where the start symbol S does not occur on the right-hand side of the productions
in P, A, B∈ N, � ∈ �∗, a ∈ � and	 ∈ �.
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In the following, we show how to construct a 2FSG which simulates the drawing of a
picturew in L(G). The cells of the working tape of the automaton will correspond to the
fields�i of the encodedextended colored stripe picture. The 2FSG H = (Q, 
, d, A0, Af ,
�, out) is defined as follows:
(1) Q= {A0, Af }

∪ {〈A, v1, v2, a, i〉 | A∈N, [{ v1, v2}, a] ∈ LF1, i ∈ {−1,0,1}}
∪ {〈S, c/, (0,0),-, i〉 | S is the start symbol of G,i ∈ {−1,0,1}}
∪ {〈S, c/,(0,0),a, i〉 | a ∈ �, i ∈ {−1,0,1}}
∪ {〈�, v, $, -, 0〉 | v ∈ F0∪{(0,0)}}
∪ {〈�, v1, v2, a, 0〉 | [{ v1, v2}, a] ∈ LF1, a ∈ �};

(2) 
(A0) = {〈S, c/, (0,0), -,i〉 | i ∈ {−1,0,1}};

 (Af ) = ∅;

 (〈�, v, $, -, 0〉) = {Af } for v ∈ F0∪{(0,0)};
◦ 〈A, c/, (0,0),a, i〉 ∈ 
(〈S, c/, (0,0), -,i〉) if and only if S→aA is in P, wherea ∈ �;
◦ 〈�, (0,0), $,−, 0〉 ∈ 
(〈S, c/, (0,0), -,i〉) if and only if S→ � is in P;
◦ for 〈B, w1, w2, b, j〉, 〈A, v1, v2, a, i〉 ∈Q (v1 possibly c/)
〈B, w1, w2, b, j〉 ∈ 
(〈A, v1, v2, a, i〉) if and only if A→�	B is in P, where	 ∈ �,
� ∈ �∗, w1 = t−im,−in(v2), w2 = 	(w1), b is obtained from� by using merging
functiong and if� = � thenb = a;

◦ for 〈�, w1, w2, b, 0〉, 〈�, w2, $, -, 0〉, 〈A, v1, v2, a, i〉 ∈ Q (v1 possibly c/)
{ 〈�, w1, w2, b, 0〉, 〈�, w2, $, -, 0〉}⊆ 
(〈A, v1, v2, a, i〉)
if and only if A→�	 is in P, where	 ∈ �, � ∈ �∗,w1 = t−im,−in(v2),w2 = 	(w1),
b is obtained from� by using merging functiong and if� = � thenb = a;

(3) d(A0) = d(Af ) = {0};
d(〈A, v1, v2, a, i〉) = {i} with 〈A, v1, v2, a, i〉 ∈ Q;

(4) � = F0 ∪ LF1∪{c/, $, (0,0)}
(5) pr: Q→ �, is such that:

pr(A0) = c/,
pr(〈S, c/, (0,0),−, i〉) = c/,
pr(〈A, c/, (0,0), a, i〉) = c/,
pr(〈�, v,$,−,0〉) = v,
pr(〈�, v1, v2, a,0〉) = [{v1, v2}, a], v1 �= c/, v2 �= $,
pr(〈A, v1, v2, a, i〉) = [{v1, v2}, a]v1 �= c/, v2 �= $,
pr(Af ) = $.

Now, we give the interpretation of the states for a 2FSG which simulates the generation
of a wordw in L(GECPD). The state〈S, c/, (0,0), -,i〉 means that the generation starts, and
(0,0) is the current position of the drawing head in the field, andi denotes the position of the
next move (−1 for ‘left’, 0 for ‘no move’ and +1 for ‘right’).〈A, c/, (0,0),a, i〉 means that
the generation is started anda will be the symbol associated to the next segments. A state
〈A, v1, v2, a, i〉 means that: the derivation uses a nonterminal A, a line{v1, v2} is drawn in
the cell under the writing head and symbola is assigned to the line. Finally, state〈�, v, $,
-, 0〉 means that the generation ended in positionv in the cell under the writing head.

Let us observe that in generalGECPD could describe a segment of the picture more
than once possibly with different symbols. Thus, the cells of the working tape ofH could
not correspond to the fields�i of the encodedextended colored stripe picture. In order
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to overcome such problem, we introduce the homomorphismh1 that substitutes in the
fields�i of the encodedextended colored stripe picturethe symbols associated to the same
segment with the symbol obtained by applying merging functionf on such symbols. The
homomorphismh1 :  →  is defined as follows:

h1(�) =




� if not ∃ [{v1, v2}, a1], . . . , [{v1, v2}, an] ∈ � with n > 1,
h1(�′) otherwise,

where�′ = � ∪ {[{v1, v2}, f (a1, . . . , an)], with
� ∪ {[{v1, v2}, a1], . . . , [{v1, v2}, an]} = �.

Thus,h1(lang(H)) = {h1(word(c)) | c ∈ comp(H)}
= {h1(outa(c)outa+1(c) . . . outb−1(c)outb(c)) | c ∈ comp(H)}
= {h1(outa(c))h1(outa+1(c)) . . . h1(outb−1(c))h1(outb(c)) | c ∈ comp(H)}.

Now, we provide an example of application of homomorphismh1. Let us consider the
〈G�∪�, ecpicgf 〉 grammar wheref is commutative and associative, and it is defined as:
f (a,c)=c,f (e,c)=c,f (b,b)=b,f (b,e)=a,f (a,a)=a. Moreover, letH be the 2FSG constructed
from the grammarG�∪� and�−1�0�1 ∈ lang(H) such that

�−1 = {[{(3,2), (2,2)}, a], [{(2,2), (2,1)}, c],$, (2,1)}
�0 = {[{(0,0), (0,1)}, b], [{(0,0), (0,1)}, b], [{(0,0), (1,0)}, a],

[{(1,0), (2,0)}, b], [{(2,0), (3,0)}, e], [{(0,0), (1,0)}, a], [{(1,0), (2,0)}, e],
[{(2,0), (3,0)}, c], c/}

�1 = {[{(0,−1), (0,0)}, e], [{(0,0), (1,0)}, e], [{(0,−1), (0,0)}, c], [{(0,0), (1,0)},
c]}.
By applying the homomorphismh1 on�−1, �0, �1 we obtain
�′−1 = {[{(3,2), (2,2)}, a], [{(2,2), (2,1)}, c],$, (2,1)}
�′

0 = {[{(0,0), (0,1)}, c], [{(0,0), (1,0)}, a], [{(1,0), (2,0)}, a], [{(2,0), (3,0)}, c],
c/}
�′

1 = {[{(0,−1), (0,0)}, c], [{(0,0), (1,0)}, c]}.
Finally, from the associative and commutative properties of merging functionf it follows
that �(D) corresponds to regular languageL obtained by applying homomorphismh1 to
lang(H) as described previously. The thesis of point (3) follows then from the regularity of
L sincelang(H) is regular and the regular languages are closed under homomorphism[9].

A.1. Symbolic pixel stripe pictures languages

Lemma 1 can be extended forsymbolic pixel stripe picture languagesby considering
a grammarG = 〈GSPPD, sppicgf 〉, whereGSPPD is a string description grammar gener-
ating words inSPPD = (�(� ∪ �)∗ ∪ {�}). Moreover, asymbolic pixel pictureq =
〈〈p, s, e〉,�, �〉 is asymbolic pixel(k, d1, d2)-stripe pictureif arm(〈p, s, e〉) ⊆ M

(k,d1,d2)
0 .

The proof of the lemma changes as described in the following.
Statements (1) and (2) of the lemma are proved by defining the(m, n, d1, d2)-unit labeled

line field
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LF1 = {(pix(i, j), a) | a ∈ �, (i, j) ∈ F0, (i + 1, j + 1) ∈ (F0 ∪ tm,n(F0))} and for
all integersi

�−i =




(�(r) ∩ LF1) ∪ {c/} if i = 0, e /∈ F0,

(�(r) ∩ LF1) ∪ {c/,$, e} if i = 0, e ∈ F0,

(tim,in(�(r)) ∩ LF1) if i �= 0, tim,in(e) /∈ F0,

(tim,in(�(r)) ∩ LF1) ∪ {$, tim,in(e)} if i �= 0, tim,in(e) ∈ F0,

where�(r) = {(pix(h, k), a) | a ∈ �, pix(h, k) ∈ r, �(pix(h, k)) = a} andtim,in(�(r)) =
{[tim,in(pix(h, k)), a] | (pix(h, k), a) ∈ �(r)}.

For example, given thesymbolic pixel(1/3,−1, 2)-stripe picturedepicted in Fig.30(a),
F0 = {(i, j) | (i, j) ∈ M0, 0� i < 3}, and

�0 = {((pix(0,0), c1)), ((pix(0,1), c2)), ((pix(1,1), c3)), ((pix(2,1), c4)), c/}
�−1 = {((pix(2,0), c6)),$, (2,0)}
�1 = {((pix(0,1), c5))}

and the string�(q) = �−1�0�1 representing the encoding of the pictureq is shown in Fig.
30(b).

Then, to prove statement (3), we define grammarGSPPD= (�, �, N, P, S) such that the
regularsymbolic pixel(k, d1, d2)-stripe picturelanguage D is generated by asymbolic pixel
picture grammarG = 〈GSPPD, sppicgf 〉 wheref is a commutative and associative merging
function.The productions ofGSPPDhave the form S→	�A, S→	�, S→�,A→	�B,A→	�,
where the start symbol S does not occur on the right-hand side of the productions in P, A, B
∈ N, � ∈ �∗, and	 ∈ �. The 2FSG H = (Q, 
, d,A0, Af , �, out) is defined as follows:
(1) Q= {A0, Af }

∪ {〈A, v1, v2, (pix(h, k), a), i〉 | A∈N, (pix(h, k), a) ∈ LF1, v1, v2 ∈ arm(pix(h, k)),
i ∈ {−1,0,1}}
∪ {〈S, c/, (0,0), -, i〉 | S is the start symbol of G,i ∈ {−1,0,1}}
∪ {〈�, v, $, -, 0〉 | v ∈ F0∪{(0,0)}}
∪ {〈�, v1, v2, (pix(h, k), a), 0〉|(pix(h, k), a)∈LF1, a∈�, v1, v2∈arm(pix(h, k))};

(2) 
(A0) = {〈S, c/, (0,0), -,i〉 | i ∈ {−1,0,1}};

(〈�, v, $, -, 0〉) = Af for v ∈ F0 ∪ {(0,0)}

(Af ) = ∅;
◦ 〈S, 	(0,0), $, (pix(	(0,0)), a), 0〉 ∈ 
(〈S, c/, (0,0), -, i〉) if and only if S→	� is

in P, where� ∈ �∗, a is obtained from� by using merging functiong and if � = �
thena = �;

◦ 〈�, (0,0), $,−, 0〉 ∈ 
(〈S, c/, (0,0), -,i〉) if and only if S→ � is in P;
◦ for 〈B, w1, w2, (pix(	(w1)), a), j〉, 〈A, v1, v2, (pix(h, k), b), i〉 ∈Q (v1 possibly c/)
〈B, w1, w2, (pix(	(w1)), a), j〉 ∈ 
(〈A, v1, v2, (pix(h, k), b), i〉) if and only if
A→	�B is in P, where	 ∈ �, � ∈ �∗, w2 = 	(w1), w1 = t−im,−in(v2), a is
obtained from� by using merging functiong and if� = � thena = �;

◦ for 〈�, w1, w2, (pix(	(w1)), a), 0〉, 〈�, w2, $, -, 0〉, 〈A, v1, v2, (pix(h, k), b), i〉 ∈ Q
(v1 possibly c/)
{ 〈�, w1, w2, (pix(	(w1)), a), 0〉, 〈�, w2, $, -, 0〉}⊆ 
(〈A, v1, v2, (pix(h, k), b), i〉)
if and only if A→	� is in P, where	 ∈ �, � ∈ �∗,w2 = 	(w1),w1 = t−im,−in(v2),
a is obtained from� by using merging functiong and if� = � thena = �;
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(3) d(A0) = d(Af ) = {0};
d(〈A, v1, v2, (pix(h, k), a), i〉) = {i} with 〈A, v1, v2, (pix(h, k), a), i〉 ∈ Q;

(4) � = F0 ∪ LF1 ∪ {c/,$, (0,0)}
(5) pr: Q→ �, is such that:

pr(A0) = c/,
pr(〈S, c/, (0,0), -,i〉) = c/,
pr(〈� , v, $, -, 0〉) = v,
pr(〈�, v1, v2, (pix(h, k), a), 0〉) = (pix(h, k), a), v1 �= c/, v2 �=$
pr(〈A, v1, v2, (pix(h, k), a), i〉) = (pix(h, k), a), v1 �= c/, v2 �=$,
pr(Af ) =$,

where the generic state〈A, v1, v2, (pix(h, k), a), i〉 means that the derivation uses a non-
terminal A, a pixelpix(h, k), with the symbola associated, is drawn in the cell under the
writing head by following the line {v1, v2}, and i denotes the position of the next move (−1
for ‘left’, 0 for ‘no move’ and +1 for ‘right’).

Moreover, sinceGSPPDcould describe a pixel of the picture more than once possibly with
different symbols, homomorphismh1 :  → , where denotes the encoding alphabet,
is defined as follows:

h1(�) =




� if not ∃(pix(i, j), a1), . . . , (pix(i, j), an) ∈ � with n > 1,
h1(�′) otherwise,

where�′ = � ∪ {(pix(i, j), f (a1, . . . an))}
with� ∪ {(pix(i, j), a1), . . . , (pix(i, j), an)} = �.

A.2. Drawn symbolic stripe pictures languages

Lemma1 can be extended fordrawn symbolic stripe picture languagesby considering
a grammarG = 〈GSPPD,dspicgf 〉 and by changing the proof of the lemma as described in
the following.

Statements (1) and (2) of the lemma can be proved by defining the (m, n, d1, d2)-unit
labeled point field

LF0 = {[a, (i, j)] | a ∈ �, (i, j) ∈ F0}
and the(m, n, d1, d2)-unit labeled line field
LF1 = {{[a, v], [b, v′]} | a, b ∈ ��, {v, v′} ∈ M1, v ∈ F0, v

′ ∈ (F0 ∪ tm,n(F0))} and
for all integersi

�−i =




(�(r) ∩ LF1) ∪ {c/} if i = 0, e /∈ F0,

(�(r) ∩ LF1) ∪ {c/,$, [�(e), e]} if i = 0, e ∈ F0,

(tim,in(�(r)) ∩ LF1) if i �= 0, tim,in(e) /∈ F0,

(tim,in(�(r)) ∩ LF1) ∪ {$, [�(e), tim,in(e)]} if i �= 0, tim,in(e) ∈ F0,

where�(r) = {{[a, v], [b, v′]} | a, b ∈ ��, {v, v′} ∈ r, �(v) = a, �(v′) = b} and
tim,in(�(r)) = {{[a, tim,in(v)], [b, tim,in(v

′)]} | {[a, v], [b, v′]} ∈ �(r)}.
For example, given the drawn symbolic (1/3,−1, 2)-stripe picture depicted in Fig.31(a),

F0 = {(i, j) | (i, j) ∈ M0, 0� i < 3} and
�0 = {{[a, (0,0)], [b, (0,1)]}, {[a, (0,0)], [d, (1,0)]}, {[d, (1,0)], [b, (2,0)]}, {[b, (2,0)],
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[c, (3,0)]}, c/}
�−1 = {{[b, (3,2)], [c, (2,2)]}, {[c, (2,2)], [d, (2,1)]},$, [d, (2,1)]}
�1 = {{[c, (0,−1)], [c, (0,0)]}, {[c, (0,0)], [b, (1,0)]}},

and the string�(q) = �−1�0�1 representing the encoding of the pictureq is shown in
Fig. 31(b).

Statement (3) of the lemma is proved by defining grammarGSPPD = (�, �, N, P, S)
such that the regulardrawn symbolic(k, d1, d2)-stripe picturelanguage D is generated by
a drawn symbolic picture grammarG = 〈GSPPD,dspicgf 〉 wheref is a commutative and
associative merging function. The productions ofGSPPD have the form S→	�A, S→	�,
S→�, A→	�B, A→	�, where the start symbol S does not occur on the right-hand side of
the productions in P, A, B∈ N, � ∈ �∗, and	 ∈ �. The 2FSGH = (Q, 
,d,A0, Af , �,
out) is defined as follows:
(1) Q= {A0, Af }

∪ { 〈A, v1, v2, i〉 | A∈N, {v1, v2}∈ LF1, i ∈ {−1,0,1}}
∪ { 〈S, c/, (0,0), i〉 | S is the start symbol of G,i ∈ {−1,0,1}}
∪ { 〈�, v, $, 0〉 | v ∈ LF0∪{(0,0)}}
∪ { 〈�, v1, v2, 0〉 | {v1, v2} ∈ LF1};

(2) 
(A0) = {〈S, c/, (0,0),i〉 | i ∈ {−1,0,1}};

(Af ) = ∅;

(〈�, v, $, 0〉) = {A f } for v ∈ LF0∪{(0,0)};
◦ 〈S, [a, 	(0,0)], $, 0〉 ∈ 
(〈S, c/, (0,0),i〉) if and only if S→	� is in P, where� ∈ �∗,

a is obtained from� by using merging functiong and if� = � thena = �;
◦ 〈�, (0,0), $, 0〉 ∈ 
(〈S, c/, (0,0),i〉) if and only if S→ � is in P;
◦ for 〈B, w1, w2, j〉, 〈A, v1, v2, i〉 ∈Q (v1 possibly c/)
〈B, w1, w2, j〉 ∈ 
(〈A, v1, v2, i〉) if and only if A→	�B is in P, where	 ∈ �,
� ∈ �∗,w1 = [�, t−im,−in(x,y)], v2 = [b, (x,y)] andw2 = [a,	(w1)], a is obtained
from � by using merging functiong and if� = � thena = �;

◦ for 〈�, w1, w2, 0〉, 〈�, w′
2, $, 0〉, 〈A, v1, v2, i〉 ∈Q (v1 possibly c/)

{ 〈�, w1, w2, 0〉, 〈�, w′
2, $, 0〉}⊆ 
(〈A, v1, v2, i〉)

if and only ifA→	� is in P, where	 ∈ �, � ∈ �∗,w1 = [�, t−im,−in(x,y)], v2 = [b,
(x,y)], w2 = [a,	(w1)], w′

2 = [�, 	(w1)], a is obtained from� by using merging
functiong and if� = � thena = �;

(3) d(A0) = d(Af ) = {0};
d(〈A, v1, v2, i〉) = {i} with 〈A, v1, v2, i〉 ∈Q;

(4) � = LF0∪LF1∪{c/, $, (0,0)}.
(5) pr: Q→ �, is such that:

pr(A0) = c/,
pr(〈S, c/, (0,0),i〉) = c/,
pr(〈� , v, $, 0〉) = v,
pr(〈�, v1, v2, 0〉) = {v1, v2}, v1 �= c/, v2 �=$,
pr(〈A, v1, v2, i〉) = {v1, v2}, v1 �= c/, v2 �=$,
pr(Af ) =$,

where the generic state〈A, v1, v2, i〉 with v1 = [a,w1], v2 = [b,w2] means that the
derivation uses a nonterminal A, a linew1, w2 is drawn in the cell under the writing head
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and the labelsa, b are assigned to the pointsw1 andw2 respectively, andi denotes the
position of the next move (−1 for ‘left’, 0 for ‘no move’ and+1 for ‘right’).

Moreover, we define the homomorphismh1 :  → , where denotes the encoding
alphabet, as shown in the following.

h1(�) =




h1(�′) if ∃{[a1, (x, y)], v1}, . . . , {[an, (x, y)], vn}, [a, (x, y)] ∈ �
with n�1, where�′ = � ∪ {{[f (a1, . . . , an, a), (x, y)],
v1}, . . . , {[f (a1, . . . , an, a), (x, y)], vn}, {[f (a1, . . . , an, a),

(x, y)]} with � ∪ {{[a1, (x, y)], v1}, . . . , {[an, (x, y)], vn},
[a, (x, y)]} = �,

h1(�′) if ∃{[a1, (x, y)], v1}, . . . , {[an, (x, y)], vn} ∈ �
with n�2, where�′ = � ∪ {{[f (a1, . . . , an, a), (x, y)], v1},
. . . , {[f (a1 . . . , an, a), (x, y)], vn}} with � ∪ {{[a1, (x, y)],
v1}, . . . , {[an, (x, y)], vn}} = �,

� otherwise.

Now, observe that the points on the border of two contiguous slices are described by both, so
two different points in two contiguous slices can represent the same position in the plane. It
can happen that such points have associated different symbols, even if the homomorphism
h1 has been applied. In order to resolve such ambiguity, we introduce a homomorphism
h2 that is applied to each contiguous couple of elements of the words inlang(H). Let
� = {w ∈ ∗ | |w| = 2}, the homomorphismh2 : � → � is defined as follows:

h2(�1�2) =




�1�2 if � ∃{[a, (x, y)], v1} ∈ �1 and{[c, t−m,−n((x, y))],
v2} ∈ �2,

h2(�′
1�

′
2) otherwise,

where�′
1 = �1 ∪ {[f (a, c), (x, y)], v1} and�′

2 =
�2 ∪ {[f (a, c), t−m,−n((x, y))], v2} with �1 ∪ {[a,
(x, y)], v1} = �1 and�2 ∪ {[c, t−m,−n(x, y)], v2} = �2.

Furthermore, we need these notations.
Given a languageK, the following languages can be defined.
K1 = {w | w ∈ K and|w| = 1}
Ke = {w | w ∈ K and|w| is even}
Ko = {w | w ∈ K and|w| is odd}
The above notations allow us to specify languagesL1 andL2.
L1 = h1(lang(H))

L2 = L1
1 ∪ h2(L

e
1) ∪ {h2(w) | wa ∈ Lo

1 − L1
1}

Thus, we are ready to define the regular languageL.
L = L1

2 ∪ {h2(w) | awb ∈ Le
2} ∪ {h2(w) | aw ∈ Lo

2 − L1
2}.

Finally, from the associative and commutative properties of merging functionf it follows
that�(D) corresponds to regular languageL obtained by applying homomorphismsh1 and
h2 to lang(H) as described previously.
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